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1 OVERVIEW
This Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 Annual Progress Report (APR) summarizes National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) progress against the FY 2013 NRAO Program Operating Plan (POP). NRAO
delivered major new capabilities in FY 2013 for the science community. Operating synergistically with
optical, infrared, and X-ray telescopes on the ground and in space, NRAO telescopes enabled
astrophysical discovery in FY 2013 over a broad range of key problems in modern astrophysics and with
a focus on the highest priority science themes of the 2010 Decadal Survey report, New Worlds, New
Horizons in Astronomy & Astrophysics (NWNH).
Section 2 describes the year’s science highlights from the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA), the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA), and the
Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT).
Section 3 details the Science Support and Research (SSR) activities that maximized the scientific impact
of NRAO telescopes, provided ready access to all NRAO telescopes and services, expanded access to
new users, improved user services, and directly supported the Observatory’s user community.
Section 4 summarizes the numerous FY 2013 activities associated with telescope construction and
operations at each of the four NRAO telescopes: ALMA, VLA, VLBA, and GBT.
Section 5 describes the FY 2013 NRAO Development Programs that: developed critical capabilities for
upgrading NRAO facility performance and next generation facilities; assisted the community in realizing
high priority mid-scale projects recommended by NWNH; and/or supported community and industry
collaborations, new scientific initiatives, advancements in state-of-the art technologies, and/or new
funding opportunities.
Section 6 summarizes FY 2013 NRAO Administration accomplishments, including those of Observatory
Business Services, Human Resources (HR), and Computing and Information Systems (CIS).
Section 7 discusses the FY 2013 accomplishments of key components of the Director’s Office, including
Education and Public Outreach (EPO), the Communications Office (COM), and Spectrum Management.
Four appendices provide additional information in support of Sections 2 through 7. Appendix A is the
Major Milestones and Functional Tasks Completion Matrix. Appendix B is the Financial Plan Completion
Matrix. NRAO performance against key metrics in FY 2013 is illustrated in Appendix C. All acronyms
appearing in this document are listed and defined in Appendix D.
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2 SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS
ALMA conducted Early Science operations throughout 2013 with a substantial fraction of its final
capabilities, and the VLA initiated full science operations in January 2013. The achievement of these
major ALMA and VLA milestones has provided the astronomy community with an order of magnitude
or more improvement in observational capabilities from 1 GHz to 1 THz. In parallel, the GBT and VLBA
continued to make dramatic improvements, including expanded frequency coverage, increased sensitivity
and wide field imaging capabilities. Operating individually, or jointly, these telescopes pursued a strong,
community driven science program in FY 2013, producing key discoveries over a remarkably broad
range of fundamental problems in modern astrophysics. We briefly highlight a few of these results
impacting major areas of modern astrophysics.

Star and Planet Formation
Radio telescopes have the critical and unique ability to peer deep into the dustiest, earliest phases of
star and planet formation. The initial high-resolution imaging results from ALMA and the VLA show
clearly the power of these instruments to unravel the complex processes involved.
ALMA discovers “snow line” in TW Hya: TW Hydra is a nearby T Tauri system, a pre-main sequence
dwarf star. Planets form in disks around young stars, with an efficiency and composition intimately linked
to the locations of "snow lines" of abundant volatiles in protoplanetary disks. High spatial and spectral
resolution observations were made with ALMA of N2H+ in TW Hya. N2H+ is a reactive ion present only
where CO is frozen out. The N2H+ emission is distributed in a large ring, with an inner radius that
matches CO snow line model predictions. The extracted CO snow line radius of ~ 30 AU is a key
parameter in constraining models of the formation dynamics of planetary systems.

Figure 2.1: ALMA and Submillimeter Array images of dust, CO and N2H+ emission toward TW Hya.
The red circle is the CO snow line prediction (Qi, C. et al., 9 Aug 2013, Science, 341, 630).
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VLA images an evaporating
protostellar disk: VLA observations
at ~ 0.05” resolution are presented
of the time-variable radio source
projected near the center of the
ultracompact HII region W3(OH).
The spectral index and the
brightness temperature (~6,500 K)
suggest partially optically thick freefree radiation, but an interpretation
in terms of an ionized stellar wind
fails because the detected flux
densities are orders of magnitude
larger than expected. The radio
emission likely arises in a static
ionized atmosphere around a fossil
photoevaporated disk encircling a
massive protostar.

Figure 2.2: VLA observations of the compact thermal radio source at 32
GHz in W3(OH) at 0.05” resolution (blue). The black contours is the
VLA 8 GHz emission (Dzib et al., 2013, ApJ, in press).

ALMA images “pillars of creation” in 30 Doradus in LMC: The 30 Dor-10 cloud north of R136 was
imaged in multiple molecular and recombination lines and dust, at the highest physical resolution ever of
molecular gas in an extragalactic star forming region (0.4 pc). The 12CO emission is associated with small
filaments and clumps (0.1pc, 103 M⊙), including protostars and “pillars of creation”, i.e., molecular clouds
photo-ablated by intense radiation from R136, as seen in star forming regions in our own Galaxy.
Clumps in 30 Dor follow trends in size, line width, and surface density similar to Milky Way molecular
clumps.

Figure 2.3: ALMA CO 2-1 contours plus Spitzer multicolor imaging
of 30 Dor (Indebetouw et al., 2013 ApJ, 774, 73).
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VLBA maps-out our local environment: The Bar and Spiral Structure Legacy Survey (BeSSeL) program
at the VLBA continues to map-out the Milky Way structure in unprecedented detail. Trigonometric
parallax measurements of nine water masers associated with the Local Arm of the Milky Way were
completed. When combined with 21 other parallax measurements from the literature, these data reveal
the distribution and three-dimensional motions of star-forming regions in the spiral arm over the entire
northern sky. The results suggest that the Local Spiral Arm does not have the large pitch angle
characteristic of a short spur. Instead, its active star formation, overall length (> 5 kpc), and shallow
pitch angle (~10°) suggest that it is more like the adjacent Perseus and Sagittarius Arms; perhaps it is a
branch of one of these arms. Contrary to previous results, Xu et al. find the Local Arm to be closer to
the Perseus than to the Sagittarius Arm, suggesting that a branching from the former may be more likely.
An average peculiar motion of near zero toward both the Galactic center and north Galactic pole, and
counter rotation of ~5 km/s were observed, indicating that the Local Arm has similar kinematic
properties as found for other major spiral arms (Xu et al., 2013, ApJ, 769, 15).

Nearby Galaxies
The excellent surface brightness sensitivity of the GBT, and the wide spectral bandwidth of the VLA are
producing groundbreaking results in neutral HI gas in and around galaxies.
VLA HI pilot project The COSMOS field was observed for 50 hours as a pilot search for neutral
hydrogen in distant galaxies: 33 galaxies were detected in HI to z = 0.2, including three without a
previously known spectroscopic redshift. These galaxies have a range of HI and stellar masses, indicating
the diversity of galaxies probed. This pilot study shows that the VLA B-array is the ideal configuration
for HI deep fields, and that the VLA is ready a very deep HI survey, as a pathfinder for the Square
Kilometre Array.

Figure 2.4: Example HI detections in the VLA pilot HI deep field (Fernandez et al., 2013, ApJ 770, L29).
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GBT observes intergalactic HI: Spiral galaxies must acquire gas to maintain their observed level of star
formation beyond the next few billion years. The gas that resides between galaxies may be the source
for this material, but our understanding of the state and distribution of this gas is incomplete. Radio
observations of the Local Group of galaxies have revealed hydrogen gas extending from the galactic disk
of M31 at least halfway to M33. This feature has been interpreted to be the neutral component of a
condensing intergalactic filament that would be able to fuel star formation in M31 and M33. Simulations
suggest, however, that such a feature could also result from an interaction between both galaxies within
the past few billion years. Wolfe et al. report GBT observations showing that about 50% of the diffuse
gas between M31 and M33 is composed of clouds; the remainder is distributed in an extended, diffuse
component. These clouds have velocities comparable to those of M31 and M33, and have properties
suggesting they are unrelated to other Local Group objects. These GBT observations strongly support
the idea of gas accretion from the inter-galactic medium along filamentary structures as the fuel for
future star formation in M31 and M33.

Figure 2.5: HI column density maps. Maps of 21 cm emission over a 12 square-degree
region between M31 and M33 (Wolfe et al., 2013, Nature, 497, 224).
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Distant galaxies and galaxy formation: dust and cool gas
Observations at centimeter through millimeter wavelengths reveal the dust and cool gas in forming
galaxies, the fuel for star formation. The sensitivity and frequency coverage of the VLA, ALMA, and the
GBT are ideal for the study of cool gas and dust in the most distant galaxies.
ALMA images lensed, dusty starbursts in the early Universe: ALMA imaging of a sample of the
brightest submillimeter sources from the South Pole Telescope (SPT) survey shows ubiquitous strong
gravitational lensing (Einstein rings). Follow-up ALMA spectroscopy verifies that these sources are
distant starburst galaxies, with 20% of the sources at z > 4.5. These results demonstrate the powerful
technique of obtaining spectroscopic redshifts for dust-obscured starbursts using millimeter
spectroscopy.

Figure 2.5: ALMA continuum contours plus Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) images of the SPT sources showing Einstein rings
in thermal dust emission (Vieira et al., 2013, Nature, 495, 344).

Imaging gas clumps in early galaxies: The VLA has imaged the molecular disk of a galaxy within
1.6 Gyr of the Big Bang at ~ 1 kpc resolution in the hyper-starburst galaxy GN20 (z=4.0). These
observations reveal a rotating disk of molecular gas on a scale of 14 kpc, with a dynamical mass ~ 5x1011
Mo. The disk is comprised of massive molecular clumps, possibly self-gravitating. The gas distribution and
dynamics is consistent with a disk formed via cold mode accretion from the intergalactic medium driving
the extreme starburst.

Figure 2.6: Images of the CO disk in the submillimeter galaxy GN20 at z=4.0 made with the VLA. [Right] Total CO intensity.
[Left] CO velocity from -300 to +300 km/s (Hodge et al., 2013, ApJ 776, 24).
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VLA and GBT study rapid massive galaxy formation: Multi-wavelength high-resolution observations,
including CO observations with the VLA and GBT, are presented of a rare merger of two massive
starbursts at z = 2.3, currently forming stars at 2,000 Mo/yr. The gas reservoir will be exhausted in only
~200 million years. At a projected separation of 19 kiloparsecs, the two massive starbursts are about to
merge and form a passive elliptical galaxy with a stellar mass of ~4x1011 Mo. The VLA CO results show a
tidal structure, direct evidence for a gas-rich major merger, driving the intense star formation during the
rapid formation of the most massive elliptical galaxies by z ~ 1.5.

Figure 2.7: Composite of near-IR, HST, and VLA CO observations of a z=2.3 starburst system (Fu et al., 20 Jun 2013, Nature, 498, 338)

VLBA images for the first time an extreme scattering event: The Monitoring Of Jets in Active
galactic nuclei with VLBA Experiments (MOJAVE) survey has made the first image of the theoretically
predicted rare phenomenon of multiple parsec-scale imaging of an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN)
induced by refractive effects due to an AU-scale plasma lens in the ionized component of the Galactic
interstellar medium. While the parsec-scale jet of this radio AGN normally extends along PA ~ -20°, in
the 28 May 2009 and 23 July 2009 images a multi-component pattern of secondary images is stretched
out nearly along the constant galactic latitude line with a local PA ≈ 40°, indicating that the direction of
relative motion of the plasma lens is close to Galactic orbital. The foreground screen has a double-lens
structure, with proper motion ~ 6.8 mas/yr, and angular size ~0.27 mas. The frequency dependence of
the scattering implies a turbulent, refractive dominated scattering screen that has a confined structure.

Figure 2.8: VLBA images of MOJAVE source 2023+335 (Pushkarev et al., 2013, A&A, 555, 80).
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Extreme Physics
NANOGrav sets 5-year pulsar timing array
limit to gravity waves: The North American
Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitation Waves
(NANOGrav) project is searching for gravity
waves using a Pulsar Timing Array, with the
GBT as a corner-stone element. The pulsars act
as clocks at the ends of long spatial arms,
sensitive to the passage of nHz gravity waves.
The NANOGrav collaboration, supported by
NRAO, has published limits to the gravity wave
background of hc(1 yr) < 7 x 10-15. This limit is
pushing toward theoretical predictions for
expected background due to binary
supermassive black hole inspiral.
GBT discovers a 2 solar mass pulsar-WD
Figure 2.9: Gravity wave background limits from NANOGrav,
binary: The GBT has discovered a 2.01 Mo pulsar in
with expected ranges based on latest models for primordial
a 2.46-hour orbit with a 0.172 Mo white dwarf. The
cosmic strings or supermassive black hole binaries (Demorest
high pulsar mass and the compact orbit make this
et al., 2013, ApJ, 762, 94).
system a sensitive laboratory of a previously
untested strong-field gravity regime. The observed
orbital decay agrees with General Relativity, supporting its validity even for the extreme conditions
present in the system. The system strengthens recent constraints on the properties of dense matter and
provides insight to binary stellar astrophysics and pulsar recycling.

Figure 2.10: Constraints on the pulsar mass, companion mass, and orbit of this pulsar-WD binary (Antoniadis et al., 26 Apr 2013, Science,
340, 397).
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3 OBSERVATORY SCIENCE OPERATIONS
Observatory Science Operations (OSO) coordinates, aligns, and manages the collective efforts of the
three NRAO sites – Charlottesville, Virginia; Socorro, New Mexico; and Green Bank, West Virginia –
for support of observatory science operations. It does so through two departments, Science Support
and Research (SSR) and Data Management and Software (DMS). SSR supports observatory time
allocation, supports scientific users through a variety of services, supports scientific staff research and
science community activities, and broadens the Observatory’s impact through student and visitor
support programs. DMS supports science software development, data archives, pipeline hardware,
telescope software, and information services.

3.1 Telescope Time Allocation
The Telescope Time Allocation division largely oversees NRAO observing time allocation. Observing
time proposals for NRAO North American facilities are accepted semi-annually at 1 February and 1
August deadlines. Proposals for all three telescopes – VLA, VLBA, and GBT – are peer reviewed using a
common panel-based evaluation system.
A Science Review Panel (SRP) evaluates proposals within a given science category on their scientific
merit. SRP evaluations and rankings are forwarded to the Time Allocation Committee (TAC), which
makes recommendations for telescope time allocation and scheduling priority. ALMA proposals are
managed separately by the international project. The development of a plan for evaluating proposals to
use ALMA jointly with one or more NRAO North American telescope could not be realized in FY 2013
because of delays in the ALMA Cycle 1 Call for Proposals, which slipped to Q1 FY 2014. Since the
Semester 2014A proposal process for NRAO North American facilities will be completed in Q1 FY
2014, this goal will be revisited later in FY 2014.
The ALMA Cycle 1 Call for Proposals occurred in late Q3 FY 2012; the proposal submission deadline
was in Q4 FY 2012. The NRAO Semester 2013A Call for Proposals release and submission deadline
were in Q4 FY 2012. The proposal evaluation and time allocation process for NRAO Semester 2013A
was completed in Q1 FY 2013 for the NRAO North American facilities and for ALMA Cycle 1
proposals. Appendix C provides statistics associated with these proposal cycles.
The proposal evaluation and time allocation process requires substantial proposal submission and
management tool support. The Proposal Submission Tool (PST) is a critical tool. It enables users to
submit observing proposals for the GBT, VLA, and VLBA. The PST is also key to managing the proposal
review process. SRP members use the PST to evaluate proposals based on scientific merit, and NRAO
staff use it to evaluate the technical feasibility of proposals. The TAC uses the PST to view proposals and
SRP recommendations during TAC meetings. The Proposal Handling Tools (PHT) suite also supports
the TAC and NRAO in the time allocation process.
The PST was redeployed in Socorro in Q4 FY 2012 after acquisition from contractor Open Sky
Software. It was successfully used for Semester 2013A proposal submission and proposal management in
Q1 FY 2013. All VLA, VLBA, and GBT documents were updated to support new instrument capabilities
offered for the 2013B Call for Proposals in Q3 FY 2013, and the PST update to support the observing
modes at all sites was completed. The PHT was revised and restructured to include Local Sidereal Time
(LST) pressure plotting for the VLBA in time for the Semester 2013B TAC. In preparation for the
semester 2014A Call for Proposals (Q4 FY 2013), all documentation was again updated to support new
instrument capabilities, and the PST was updated to support the observing modes offered.
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3.2 Scientific User Services
NRAO supports its users with an increasingly unified and integrated suite of services that enable them
to more effectively prepare and submit observing proposals, to prepare for their observations, and to
access and process their data, thereby enabling them to fulfill their scientific objectives. This section
describes the services and activities NRAO provided its users in FY 2013.

Community Support
Community support managed under OSO provides user assistance that includes: Helpdesk operations;
face-to-face (f2f) visitor support; contact scientist support and data delivery; education & training via
community day events (CDEs), tutorials, schools, training workshops, user documentation & web
material (e.g. CASAguides) and online training material; and scientific workshops & conferences. This
section highlights the primary FY 2013 community support deliverables.
User Assistance – Helpdesk Operations: Over the course of FY 2013, NRAO effectively maintained two
independent helpdesks: one supporting NRAO’s North American facilities, the other supporting the
international ALMA project. In Q2, a dedicated pipeline department was setup in the NRAO helpdesk
system to assist users using the new VLA pipeline. A concerted effort was made throughout FY 2013 to
increase the helpdesk staff pool via training across all NRAO sites. In FY 2013, as agreed with the ALMA
international partners, significant progress was made to integrate all NRAO facilities into a single
helpdesk. An upgrade was implemented in Q1 to ensure the transfer of all tickets and Knowledgebase
articles from the existing Kayako v3.0 database from ALMA into a single Kayako v4.0 instance that was
deployed to ALMA users. In Q3, a similar upgrade took place with the NRAO helpdesk. In Q4, the
decision was taken to fully integrate the two helpdesks, requiring another upgrade of the ALMA
instance, which was scheduled for early FY 2014.
User Assistance – f2f visitor support; contact scientists; data delivery: Historically, NRAO has provided expert
staff support to visiting scientists and FY 2013 continued this vital service. About two dozen scientists
visited the NAASC over FY 2013 for support of their Cycle 0 or Cycle 1 observing programs. In
addition, North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC) staff were assigned to about four dozen
observing programs for Cycle 1 as “contact scientists” who worked with PIs in reviewing the ALMA
Observing Tool Phase 2 scheduling block materials. ALMA data delivery was initially the same as in FY
2012, where NAASC Data Analysts (DAs) handled data staging and users obtained their data through
HTaccess protocols. At the end of Q1 FY 2013, the ALMA Science Archive (ASA) became operational
and users could access archival data through that interface, though to date the ASA has not been used
for new data deliveries. Scientific staff at the Array Science Center (ASC) and Green Bank Science
Operations (GBSO) continued to host and support visitors for data reduction visits and observing. At
the ASC, over 200 scientists visited for data reduction support and training. Green Bank scientific staff
continued to work as project “friends” for the NRAO 2013A and 2013B proposal cycles and hosted 90
on-site visits by 75 scientists.
In FY 2013, seven user support DAs were deployed across NRAO facilities; one at the GBSO in Green
Bank, WV; four at the NAASC in Charlottesville, VA; and two at the ASC in Socorro, NM. Each DA
specializes in one site’s activity but shares common functional duties across sites. In FY 2013, plans were
developed for cross training the additional DAs hired in FY 2013. Cross training of the DAs will begin in
FY 2014.
Education and Training – CDEs, tutorials, schools, and training workshops: NRAO has hosted a series of
highly successfully community training events. CDEs were developed by the NAASC in FY 2011. In
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FY 2012, NRAO expanded the CDEs into a series of events in preparation for the ALMA Cycle 1
observing season and for the NRAO proposal deadline in Q2 FY 2012. These events, through
presentations and tutorials, introduced the community to new observing capabilities, observing
techniques, and hands-on support for the Observing Tool and Common Astronomy Software
Applications (CASA). Staff from across the NRAO participated in these training events and provided
introductions to observing with ALMA, GBT, VLBA, and VLA. NRAO also developed a webinar in Q3
FY 2012. The community response was remarkable, and the limit of 100 participants was reached. Based
on experience gained through these successes, we plan to develop “quick response” mini-CDEs that
institutions can request via a web interface. These will focus on one or more NRAO instruments. Table
3.2.1 highlights the FY 2013 NRAO training events.
Table 3.2.1 NRAO Scientific Training and Outreach Efforts
NRAO Community Day at the Howard
University
NAIC-NRAO Single-Dish School
AAS Splinter Session
3rd VLA Data Reduction Workshop
ALMA Data Reduction Workshop
VLA Data Reduction Workshop
NRAO CASA Tutorial
ALMA Special Session

Washington D.C.

Sep 27 - 28, 2013

Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico
Indianapolis, IN
Socorro, NM
Charlottesville, VA
Guanajuato & Morelia, Mexico
Long Beach, CA
Long Beach, CA

Jul 10 - 17, 2013
Jun 4, 2013
Apr 8 - 12, 2013
Feb 28 - 1, 2013
Feb 4 – 9, 2013
Jan 9, 2013
Jan 8, 2013

Finally, though plans were in place to assist ALMA users via Skype and other media for one-to-one live
support, they were not implemented in FY 2013 due to the delay in Cycle 1 observing.
Education and Training – user documentation, web material, and online training material: All scientifically
relevant NRAO webpages were converted from plain html to the Plone content management system in
FY 2012. This was done to further ensure uniformity across all NRAO facilities and to keep the web
content under revision control. Over the course of FY 2013, initial conversion into Plone for the
GBTIDL user guide was investigated and reviewed by the Green Bank scientific staff for consistency and
clarity. Testing continued on the relevant plugins to convert a Plone document into a pdf format that fills
the requirements set in FY 2012. In Q4, the GBTIDL user guide conversion was completed and efforts
to convert the other relevant GBT documentation, including the GBT Proposer’s Guide and the GBT
User’s Guide, were started. The Observation Preparation Tool (OPT) documentation was fully
converted to the PLONE framework.
ALMA documentation is delivered by the JAO before the next call for proposals. During that time,
NAASC staff reviews the relevant documentation available via the ALMA Science Portal, including the
Proposers Guide, Technical Handbook, and the ALMA Primer. Given the ALMA proposal deadline in
Q1 FY 2014, all relevant user documentation was reviewed and edited by NAASC staff by the end of
Q4 FY 2013. In addition, NAASC staff took a lead role in organizing some new documentation for Cycle
2 including the development of the ALMA Cycle 2 “Road Map.”
Similarly, documentation associated with each NRAO Call for Proposals – GBT Users Guide, VLA and
VLBA Observational Status Summaries, PST documentation, etc. – was updated for each Call (Q2 and
Q4 FY 2013). In addition, two CASA releases occurred in FY 2013. During each release cycle, all online
documentation and web-based “recipes” for data calibration and imaging (i.e. the CASAguides) were
revised to ensure the reduction routines and tasks still function as advertised with the new CASA
release. Updates to the CASAguides took place in Q1 FY 2013 and Q3 FY 2013 in support of the 6th
and 7th CASA releases. Extensive CASA testing staff took place before each new release.
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Efforts have been ongoing to provide more online documentation and training material, especially for
novice NRAO users. These include presentations, video tutorials, and simple online applications that
teach the basics of interferometry, radio to millimeter wave science, and how to use NRAO’s suite of
tools to prepare proposals and reduce data. In cooperation with our colleagues at the National
Research Council (NRC), a video tutorial on the concepts of Maximum Recoverable Scale (MRS) and
Largest Angular Scale (LAS) with respect to interferometric imaging was developed in preparation for
the ALMA Cycle 2 Call for Proposals.
Scientific workshops & conferences: NRAO hosted, sponsored, or participated in a number of FY 2013
scientific workshops and conferences, as illustrated in Table 3.2.2.
Table 3.2.2 NRAO Scientific Conference Participation
IAU Symposium 303 - The Galactic Center: Feeding and
Feedback in a Normal Galactic Nucleus
NRAO Community Day at the Howard University
CASPER 2013 Annual Meeting
NAIC-NRAO Single-Dish School
AAS ALMA Plenary Session
ALMA Band 2 Science Workshop
The Galactic Gas Supply Workshop
The Second China-U.S. Workshop on Radio Astronomy
Science and Technology
Radio Astronomy in the LSST Era
2013 NSF Large Facilities Operations Workshop
ALMA in the Coming Decade: A Development Workshop
Transformational Science with ALMA: From Dust to Rocks
to Planets
Science with ALMA Band 11
USNC-URSI National Radio Science Meeting
NRAO Town Hall
The First Year of ALMA Science
Molecular Spectroscopy in the Era of Far-IR Astronomy

Santa Fe, NM

Sep 30 – Oct 4, 2013

Washington D.C.
Jodrell Bank
Observatory, UK
Arecibo Observatory,
Puerto Rico
Indianapolis, IN
Charlottesville, VA
Green Bank, WV
Shanghai Astronomical
Observatory
Charlottesville, VA
Socorro, NM
Charlottesville, VA
Kona, Hawaii

Sep 27 - 28, 2013
Sep 2 - 6, 2013

University of Oxford,
UK
University of Colorado
at Boulder
Long Beach, CA
Puerto Varas, Chile
Atlanta, GA

Mar 19 - 20, 2013

Jul 10 - 17, 2013
Jun 4, 2013
May 29, 2013
May 29 - 31, 2013
May 13 - 17, 2013
May 6 - 8, 2013
Apr 23 - 25, 2013
Apr 18, 2013
Apr 8 - 12, 2013

Jan 9 - 12, 2013
Jan 8, 2013
Dec 12 - 15, 2012
Oct 28 - 31, 2012

Science Data Processing
Science data processing activities include data processing operations, including pipeline operations, staff
data reduction, quality assurance (QA2) of user produced data products, and assistance to users of
Special/Large/Key Projects; and data analysis tools, including enhanced science software tools. The
following paragraphs highlight the main FY 2013 deliverables under data processing operations.
Data processing operations - pipeline operations: In Q1 FY 2013, automated calibration of standard VLA
observations was completed and a preliminary QA metric for VLA pipeline products was established.
The mechanism for archiving pipeline-derived products was finalized. The testing of the science quality
of the ALMA pipeline data products against the automated scripts developed in FY 2012 was performed
though limited given the few Cycle 1 data products available in FY 2013. VLA pipeline scripts were
integrated with pipeline infrastructure software to control triggering of the pipeline and re-ingestion of
pipeline derived products. An initial deployment was made of the test version of a cluster scheduling
system used by NAASC and ASC staff for automatic pipeline reduction, and eventually for pipeline reNRAO | FY 2013 Annual Progress Report
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processing by users. An initial version of VLA pipeline reprocessing was made accessible in Q2 by
external users (reprocessing parameters input via the Archive Access Tool). Q3 activities focused on
the deployment of the ALMA pipeline for reduction of Cycle 1 data products, and on optimizing the
pipeline operations on the post-processing clusters at NAASC and ASC. In Q4, work was done on the
GBT spectral line pipeline, and the VLA pipeline was extended to polarization experiments.
Data processing operations - staff data reduction, QA2 of user produced products: The NAASC continued to
support Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) activities in FY 2013, including QA2 data reduction. During Q1,
staff assisted the JAO in preparing Phase 2 scheduling blocks, (Ph2 SBs) through both the completion of
Cycle 0 and then Ph2 SB generation for Cycle 1. All Cycle 0 data delivery was completed and data has
been delivered for 3 programs for Cycle 1. Finally, through the end of FY 2013, all highest priority
ALMA Cycle 1 Ph2 SBs for batches 1-4 were completed and released for PI approval. Batches 5 and 6
were completed, though not yet released, due to the delay in Cycle 1 observing.

Science Software
The activities under science software managed under OSO through the DMS department broadly
include post-processing software, including software engineering and implementation for data reduction
software including CASA, AIPS and GBTIDL and corresponding pipelines; ObsPrep software including
software engineering and implementation for observing preparation software (e.g. OPT, SCHED, ALMA
Observing Tool (OT)); data access software including software engineering and implementation for
science data archive access including Virtual Astronomy Observatory (VAO) methods (e.g. Archive
Access Tool (AAT), ASA); applications software including software engineering support for
applications/tools for users (e.g. Helpdesk, user portal, Plone, Splatalogue, user database/registry);
software testing including scientific oversight, validation, requirements tracking, subsystem scientist work
for science software (e.g. data reduction, pipeline, ObsPrep, applications, archive queries, VAO
protocols); and software research and development, including algorithm research and development
(R&D) and data visualization and analysis. The following paragraphs highlight the main FY 2013
deliverables under science software.
Post-processing software (CASA): CASA development remained focused on optimizing the science output
of VLA and ALMA with eventual development to include processes for the reduction of VLBI and GBT
data. In FY 2013, NRAO made the sixth and seventh public releases of CASA. In Q1, release 4.0 of
CASA featured migration of Python Binding Infrastructure, support for ALMA and VLA Low Frequency
Polarization, and improved system performance and parallelization. The plan and requirements for a
complete set of VLBI capabilities within CASA was submitted to the ALMA development proposal
process during Q2. CASA release 4.1 in Q3 featured robustness and usability of parallel code, imaging
infrastructure cleanup for usability and flexibility, and pipeline integration.
ObsPrep software (OPT, SCHED, ALMA OT): In FY 2012 several additions and updates were deployed to
the users that were necessary to set up and prepare for observations, including the ALMA Cycle 1
version of the ALMA OT and enhanced capabilities of the OPT and SCHED for VLA and VLBA
observation preparation, respectively. Enhancements continued into FY 2013 as the VLA and ALMA
entered full science operations. Specifically, in Q1, the OPT release included capabilities, resource setups, and documentation ready for VLA Full Science Operations. Testing of the ALMA OT for the ALMA
Call for Proposals occurred in two separate tests in Q2 and Q3 due to the delay in the Cycle 2 Call. In
addition, NAASC staff participated in the test of the ALMA Phase 1 Manager (Ph1M) in Q3. The VLBA
observation preparation tool, SCHED, was updated in Q3 to support observations using the sensitivity
upgrade's final dual-RDBE 8-channel configuration.
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Data access software (AAT, ASA): A key FY 2012 development milestone was to start supporting GBT data
in the NRAO archives, and provide access to those data for users through the AAT. Initial testing was
completed in Q3 FY 2012 and deployment of GBT archive access took place in Q4. Enhancements to
GBT data access continued into FY 2013. Also in FY 2013, the ALMA data proprietary period ended and
the ASA opened for archival access. NRAO continued to support the VAO retrieval of NRAO data. The
support of other instrument data within the AAT was investigated and a proposal on an integrated
archive access and a pipeline-processing interface for all NRAO instrumentation was submitted in Q4 to
the DMS for prioritization, implementation, and staffing in FY 2014. For GBT data, metadata is now
generated before/during the scan when information can be extracted directly from the different
managers. In addition, a plan was developed on improving pulsar metadata from the GBT archive and
improvements to the legacy metadata were prioritized.
Applications software: NRAO supports the development and maintenance of Splatalogue: Database for
Astronomical Spectroscopy as well as the CASA simulation routines. Over FY 2013, multiple enhancements
to Splatalogue further enabled the usefulness of this tool for the scientific community. New line lists
were sent to the ALMA OT and CASA in support of the call for proposals. A new spectral line database
for the GBT, based on the data in Splatalogue and enhanced access to that database, was implemented.
A new spectral line visualization and modeling tool was tested and released in Q4 to a limited number of
users for beta testing. The test results will be collated in Q2 FY 2014 with a possible release of the tool
in Q2 FY 2014.
Minor upgrades and bug fixes were incorporated into the CASA simulation routines in FY 2013.
Software research and development: Several dedicated efforts in algorithm R&D took place in FY 2013 to
improve the overall VLA data reduction and analysis procedures and to develop a well-defined plan to
solve the visualization problem for large datasets. These activities included meetings and workshops on
data visualization throughout FY 2013. A formal plan on NRAO Algorithm Research and Development
Group (ARDG) was postponed to FY 2014.
In Q1, the key development activity for algorithm research and development was resolving the
outstanding numerical issues in the combined Multi-scale Multi-frequency (MS-MFS) and Wide-band AProjection algorithm. NAASC staff proposed enhanced capabilities to the CASA viewer and these
capabilities were released with CASA 4.0. Reports from the ALMA development studies were due in Q1
FY 2013 and NAASC staff worked with these teams in face-to-face meetings on their visualization
development programs. In Q2, the software infrastructure for combined A- and W-Projection for wideband wide-field imaging at low frequencies was tested. The algorithm in the production (test) CASA
code branch, with parallelization, was implemented in Q3 and the code was refined based on user
feedback and testing input during Q4.

3.3 Science Operations Broader Impacts
Fostering a strong scientific community of researchers and helping to train the next generation of
scientists and engineers remain important parts of the NRAO mission. The NRAO supports a broad
range of student opportunities including undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate programs;
instrument and visitor programs to enhance university-NRAO collaborations; and workshops, schools,
and conferences. Despite budgetary pressures, these high priority programs continued in FY 2013.
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Student Programs
Undergraduate Programs: The long-running (since 1959) NRAO summer student program continues to be
very successful. This 10–12 week program allows ~ 25 students to work under the supervision of
NRAO staff members in New Mexico, West Virginia, and Virginia, and carry out original research in
astronomy, computing, and engineering. Most summer students are funded through the National Science
Foundation (NSF) Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program. Outstanding students that
are otherwise ineligible for REU program support (graduating seniors, foreign students, and early-career
graduate students) are supported by NRAO operating funds. In addition, as a means of diversity
outreach, the Observatory has established a partnership with Howard University so that talented
Howard students can participate in the NRAO summer student program. Each student participating in
the 2013 summer student program is listed in Table 3.3.1.
Table 3.3.1 NRAO REU Summer Students
Student
Laiya Ackman

Affiliation
Wesleyan University

Kyle Blanchard

University of
California Berkeley
University of
Wisconsin Madison

Ryan Bossler
Lorraine Bowman

New Mexico Tech

Daniel Calem

University of Virginia

Richard Cosentino

New Mexico Tech

Ryan Duffin

University of Virginia

Norland Raphael Hagen

University of
Montana
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology
The Ohio State
University

Anna Ho
Jacob Jencson
Jennifer Kadowaki
Jared Keown
Nicholas Kern
Kara Kundert
Adrian Lucy
Julia Mayeshiba

University of
California Los
Angeles
University of
Louisville
University of
Michigan
Oberlin College
University of
Oklahoma
University of
Wisconsin Madison

Project
Probing the Rejuvenation of NGC
2685
Transient Search Receiver

Advisor
Jennifer Donovan Meyer

The Effects of Energetic Events in
the Milky Way’s Nucleus on HI Gas
in the Lower Halo
Power Law Structure of the ISM:
HI, CO, and IR Lacunarity and
Fractal Dimension Analysis in
Nearby Galaxies
New Developments on the Old
Sirius Controversy
Simulations of Outer Planet
Atmospheric Dynamics and
Circulation
Large Radio Sources Hosted by
Spiral Galaxies (AKA: The Wrong
Type of Host!)
Interpreting Thermal Lightcurves of
Rocky Solar-System Bodies
Rotation Measures for Globular
Cluster Pulsars as a Unique Probe
of the Galactic Magnetic Field
21-SPONGE: Searching for the
Warm Neutral Medium in the Milky
Way
Recombination Line Emission in
Nearby Mergers

Alyson Ford

Correlating Physical and Chemical
Properties in Starless and
Protostellar Cores
Imaging the Spatial Density within
Starburst Galaxies
Evaluating VLA L-Band Primary
Beam Models
Study of Deuteroammonia in the
Orion Molecular Cloud
Quantifying Deep-Imaging Limits
with the VLA

John Ford

Juergen Ott and David
Westpfahl
Robert Dickman
Bryan Butler
Minnie Mao
Arielle Moullet
Scott Ransom
Miller Goss
Adam Leroy
Scott Schnee
Jeff Mangum
Urvashi Rau and Sanjay
Bhatnagar
Al Wootten and Nuria
Marcelio
Urvashi Rau and Frazer
Owen
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Student
Adrian Mead

Affiliation
University of Virginia

Samuel Mellon

Westminster College

Zaarah Mohamed

Case Western
Reserve University

Diana Powell

Harvard University

Susan Schmitz

University of Iowa

Sierra Smith

James Madison
University
Towson University
Dickinson College
Howard University

Christopher Thibodeau
Olivia Wilkins
Aara’L Yarber

Project
Examining the Initial Conditions of
Star Formation Through Dense Gas
Kinematics
Study of the Outflow and Disk
Surrounding a Post-Outburst FUOrionis Star
Evolution in the Interstellar Medium
of Luminous Infrared Galaxies Since
z=1
The Influence of Bars in Triggering
Star Formation at High Redshift
Magnetic Fields in the Irregular
Galaxy NGC 1156
Open Skies: The Story of NRAO
High Velocity Clouds
HI Absorption Towards Pulsars
Dissecting Luminous Starburst
Galaxy Mergers

Advisor
John Tobin
Laura Perez
Kim Scott and Kartik Sheth
Kartik Sheth and Kim Scott
Amanda Kepley
Ken Kellerman and Ellen
Bouton
Jay Lockman
Toney Minter
Aaron Evans

The NRAO also supports a co-op program that enables undergraduate engineering students to gain
practical, career-based experience as part of their formal academic education. Students from
participating institutions work at NRAO sites for two non-consecutive semesters. Under the
supervision of NRAO technical staff, co-op students engage in problems on the technological frontier.
Historically, three students per semester have been funded through the NRAO operating funds although
the program was curtailed for FY 2013.
Table 3.3.2 Co-op Students
Student

Affiliation

Project

Advisor

Taylor Burdette

Georgia Tech

Dan Mertely

Andrew Duncan

West Virginia University

Vicky Nguyen

Clarkson University

Diana Lopez

University of Texas El Paso

VLA Low Band System Installation
and Testing
Radio Skynet 20 Meter Telescope
ROACH Spectrometer
RFI Monitoring, Testing, and
Mitigation
RFI Equipment Emission
Characterization

John Ford
Dan Mertely
Dan Mertely

Modest funds are available for undergraduate internships, enabling promising undergraduate students to
participate in scientific or engineering activities, supervised by NRAO staff, over a period of weeks to a
semester.
Table 3.3.3 Undergraduate interns
Student

Affiliation

Project

Advisor

Isaiah Acevedo
Joseph Kloeppel

New Mexico Tech
New Mexico Tech

Terry Cotter
Wes Grammer

Jackson Krauss

New Mexico Tech

Hayley Madigan
Israel Rodriguez Rios
Cameron Welch

New Mexico Tech
New Mexico Tech
New Mexico Tech

EVLA Project Engineering Documentation
EVLA Solar Receiver Upgrade Test Rack
Software Enhancements
VLBA RDBE Technical Documentation
Development
EVLA Project Engineering Documentation
EVLA Project Engineering Documentation
Machine Shop Documentation for the EVLA
Project

Matthew Luce
Terry Cotter
Terry Cotter
Pat Madigan
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Graduate Programs: Graduating seniors and first- and second-year graduate students can also participate
in the NRAO summer student program. Table 3.3.4 lists the graduate students supported by this
program in FY 2013.
Table 3.3.4 Graduate Student Interns
Student

Affiliation

Project

Advisor

Simon Bihr

MPIA

Juergen Ott

Preshanth Jagannathan

University of Calgary

Naftali Kagiri Kimani
Lijie Liu

Kenyatta University
Purple Mountain
Observatory

Felipe Navarette
Trey Wenger

MPIfR
Boston University

Yang Yang

Nanjing University

Kimon Zagkouris
Yong Zheng

University of Oxford
Columbia University

THOR Project Mapping of HI in
the Milky Way
Cosmic Magnetism: Deep Field
Polarization of the Micro Jy
Source Population
Galaxy Evolution
A Systematic Study of the Star
Formation Law in Low- and HighRedshift Galaxies
JVLA-COSMOS Project
Probing Galactic Structure and
Metallicity with the HII Region
Discovery Survey (HRDS)
Radio and X-ray Emission from
the Nuclear Black Holes in M31
and M32
Pulsars
Models for Nova Sco 2012: A
Transient Emitting Gamma Rays

Sanjay Bhatnagar
Kartik Sheth
Chris Carilli
Chris Carilli
Dana Balser
Lorant Sjouwerman
Paul Demorest
Amy Mioduszewski

The NRAO also awards Reber Doctoral Fellowships to students who have completed institutional
requirements for doctoral candidacy so that only their thesis research remains to be completed for
their PhDs. Such fellows reside at an NRAO site, typically for two years, while they complete their
research and thesis under the supervision of an NRAO staff member. Reber Fellows supported in FY
2013 are listed in Table 3.3.5.
Table 3.3.5 Reber Fellows
Student

Affiliation

Project

Advisor

Michael Cyberey

University of Virginia

High Frequency SIS Mixer Elements

Feng Gao

The Megamaser Cosmology Project

Josh Marvil

Shanghai Astronomical
Observatory
New Mexico Tech

Tony Kerr and Arthur
Lichtenberger
Jim Braatz and Fred Lo

Kunal Mooley

Caltech

Charles Romero

University of Virginia

Greg Stonko

University of Virginia

Multi-Frequency Radiometric Study
of M82 and NGC2146
A Systematic Exploration of the
Transient Radio Sky
Interpreting High-Resolution SZE
Measurements of Galaxy Clusters
with MUSTANG
HEB Fabrication Technology
Development

Fraser Owen
Dale Frail
Brian Mason
Tony Kerr and Arthur
Lichtenberger

The NRAO supports many of the 100+ PhD students who use NRAO telescopes each year. Travel
reimbursement, low-cost accommodations, and computing facilities are provided on-site to assist these
students. The Observatory also supports stays lasting several weeks to several months for students who
collaborate with NRAO staff scientists as part of their PhD research. These student internships help
forge valuable long-term links between the NRAO and the university community.
Student Observing Support: Financial support was available in FY 2013 on a competitive basis for students
performing thesis observations with ALMA, the GBT, the VLBA, and large, legacy-type VLA projects.
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Students at US universities are eligible for the Student Observing Support (SOS) program, which is
designed to cover salary and miscellaneous expenses, such as computers and travel to conferences, to a
maximum of $35,000. NRAO was able to continue this very popular program in FY 2013, and was able
to integrate ALMA early science into the program, thus supporting students for observations using any
NRAO telescope. Successful applicants supported through the SOS program are given in Table 3.3.6.
Unfortunately, due to budget pressures, SOS support in FY 2014 was terminated for VLA, GBT, and
VLBA observers.
Table 3.3.6 Student Observing Support
Student

Affiliation

Project

PI

Melissa Louie
Yongmin Seo
David Stark

SUNY
University of Arizona
University of North
Carolina
WVU
Georgia State University
New Mexico Tech
Drexel University
University of Iowa

GBT13A-108
GBT13A-126
GBT13A-276

Jin Koda
Yancy Shirley
Sheila Kannappan

GBT13A-452
GBT13A-468
VLBA13A-353
VLBA13A-408
VLA13A-035

Maura McLaughlin
Misty Bentz
Lisa Young
Carol Lonsdale
Steven Spangler

University of Maryland
University of California Los
Angeles
Alicia Soderberg
Columbia University
Florida Atlantic University
STScI
University of Pennsylvania
University of Illinois
Columbia University
Harvard University
Caltech
University of Virginia
University of California
Berkeley
Caltech
University of Arizona
University of California
Berkeley
Caltech
University of California Los
Angeles
Harvard University

VLA13A-281
VLA13A-329

Stuart Vogel
Mark Morris

VLA13A-370
VLA13A-465
VLA13A-490
GBT13B-044
GBT13B-131
VLA13B-318
VLA13B-057
ALMA2012.1.00496.S
ALMA2012.1.00688.S
ALMA2012.1.00611.S
ALMA2012.1.00198.S

Alicia Soderberg
Jennifer Sokoloski
Sukanya Chakrabarti
Ronald Allen
Mark Devlin
Leslie Looney
Jennifer Sokoloski
Sean Andrews
John Carpenter
Aaron Evans
Alanna Hughes

ALMA2012.1.00725.S
ALMA2012.1.01116.S
ALMA2012.1.00123.S

Andrea Isella
Dan Marone
Richard Plambeck

ALMA2012.1.00077.S
ALMA2012.1.00105.S

Nick Scoville
Jean Turner

ALMA2012.1.00112.S

David Wilner

Nipuni Palliyaguru
Benjamin Ou-Yang
Kristina Nyland
Robyn Smith
Allison Savage and Jacob
Buffo
Kim-Yen Nguyen
Elisabeth Mills
Jason Dittman
Jennifer Weston
Brian Doozan
Raymond Simons
Alex Young
Dominique Seura-Cox
Jennifer Weston
Katherine Rosenfeld
Betsy Fu
Loreto Barcos
Sturart Flury
Stacy Kim
Justin Spilker
Dyas Utomo
Swarnima Manohar
John Lewis
Meredith MacGregor

Visitor Support
In addition to its commitment to educate and train future generations of undergraduate, graduate, and
post-graduate students, the NRAO assists and supports the active US radio astronomy community. This
is accomplished in a variety of ways including: staff community service, a visitor program, organizing and
hosting scientific meetings, and providing funding assistance to university-led hardware and software
projects. These interactions enable NRAO scientists and engineers to engage with the wider
astronomical community, and they serve as important links through which the community can maintain a
fruitful relationship with the Observatory. A key benefit of these programs is that they allow for
community-wide input into Observatory priorities for science, instrumentation, and software
development. Visitors to various NRAO sites during FY 2013 included:
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Steve Ellingson (Virginia Tech) in Green Bank and Socorro
Ruben Herrero-Illana (Instituto de Astrofisica de Andelucia) in Charlottesville
Yuri Kovalev (Lebedev Physical Inst) in Green Bank
Joanna Rankin (Univ Vermont) In Charlottesville
David Roberts (Brandeis Univ) in Socorro
Eva Shinnerer (Max Planck Institut fur Astronomie)
Ravi Subrahmanyan (Raman Research Institute) in Socorro
Colette Salyk (NOAO) in Charlottesville
Fabian Walter (Max Planck Institut fur Astronomie) in Socorro

The NRAO has supported a number of university-based instrumentation development programs, such
as those currently taking place on the GBT and at the Central Development Laboratory (CDL). These
programs create training opportunities for students and postdocs, as well as the opportunity to develop
science and technology pathfinder instruments. The NRAO facilities sections of this Plan include
examples of university-led software and hardware projects. These programs will continue to be fostered
in FY 2014 using available operations funds and through collaborative efforts funded by external means.

3.4

NRAO Reference

NRAO Library
With over one-third of the astronomy libraries in the world either closing or downsizing in just the last
year, the NRAO Library collections and library support functions are increasingly key assets for the
astronomical community as well as the NRAO scientific, computing, and engineering staff. The NRAO
Library has the most extensive collection of radio astronomy materials in the world and is one of fewer
than eight astronomy libraries worldwide with extensive historical collections and one of the few that
not only lends to external institutions, but lends more than it borrows.
In FY 2013, the NRAO Library continued to manage the historical collection while ensuring that present
needs are met. The number of article or book chapter downloads remained nearly constant in 2012,
while internal requests almost doubled to 9,000+ requests filled. This is, in part, due to heavier usage
from the sites, combined with additional staff. Internal requests include in part: article downloads,
reference requests, general questions (i.e.; copyright, publishing, collection use, researching incorrect
citations, etc.), Table of Contents Alerts News Alerts for National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
NRAO, ALMA, GBT, VLBA, VLA, SKA, and radio astronomy, and publication metrics for various
departments within NRAO.
Support to the external astronomy community has also grown to 3500+ requests. This may be due to
astronomy library closures combined with an increase in astronomy programs. Requests include: article
or book section provision, questions from astronomers at other institutions, NRAO Reports provision
to astronomers and engineers, inquiries from other astronomy librarians, NRAO metrics and
publication information provided to other astronomy bibliographers, and general astronomy reference
questions.
NRAO continues to support, and the Library administer, page charge support for its users, as described
on-line. NRAO is the only major ground-based observatory to do so, although the level of support has
recently diminished owing to budget pressures.
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Historical Archives
The Archives actively seek out, collect, organize, and preserve institutional records, personal papers,
and oral histories of enduring value that document NRAO development, institutional history, and
instrument construction. As the national facility for radio astronomy, the Archives also include materials
on the history and development of radio astronomy in the United States. The Archives has been
successful in securing external funds in partial support for its activities. In FY 2013, the Archives
continued a long-term project to process NRAO records as well as extensive materials on radio
astronomy history. The Archives continued to make key materials from all collections available digitally
via the archives web pages and other web resources. The Archives collaborated with Education & Public
Outreach in developing an indexing and access system for images.

3.5 NRAO Scientific Staff
A productive and scientifically active staff is fundamental to the successful operation of cutting-edge
observational facilities. The scientific staff is key to telescope operations, user support, and long-range
development and planning. NRAO has a world-class staff of ~ 90 astronomers, computer scientists, and
research engineers, recognized internationally for their excellence in telescope design and support, as
well as their technical and scientific knowledge and leadership.
The scientific staff is fully integrated into Observatory operations. All staff members have clear functional
duties relating to the major mission and facilities, as outlined in the other sections of this report. Staff
members lead efforts in education of the professional community, as well as public outreach, fostering a
scientifically literate society.
The SSR department has primary responsibility for the scientific productivity and research environment
at the NRAO through the division of Science and Academic Affairs (SAA), overseeing the research
aspects of all astronomers, computer scientists, and research engineers at all sites. These responsibilities
include: scientific staff research travel, annual scientific performance appraisals, scientific staff hiring and
academic promotions, and scientific sabbaticals and leave. SAA also oversees adjunct appoints at NRAO,
the colloquia at NRAO sites, and the Jansky lectureship.

Postdoctoral Fellows
The division of Science and Academic Affairs oversees the postdoctoral fellowship programs at the
NRAO, including the Jansky fellows and project postdoctoral which typically entail 50% functional time.
Drew Brisbin, Max Moerbeck, Jennifer Donovan Myer, and Heather Ford are NRAO project postdocs.
The Jansky fellowship program is NRAO’s long-standing prize research fellowship program. Jansky
Fellows can be in residence at an NRAO site, or be located at external institutions in the USA. Our
current Jansky Fellows and their host institution are:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Michael Busch, NRAO Socorro
Brian Lacki, Princeton
Sui-Ann Mao, University of Wisconsin
Michael Drahus, Caltech
Laura Perez, NRAO Socorro
Chris Hales, NRAO Socorro
Jackie Hodge, NRAO Charlottesville
Betsy Mills, NRAO Socorro
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Numerous NRAO programs foster the professional development of postdocs at the Observatory, such
as the annual postdoc symposium, held 29 April – 1 May 2013 in Green Bank with 30 participants.
Science activities at all the sites include: lunch talks, colloquia, and science teas. The postdocs are asked
to organize some of these activities. NRAO hosts or sponsors numerous summer schools on radio
astronomy techniques and science topics, including the 7th National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
(NAIC)/NRAO Single-Dish Summer School 10-17 July 2013. The postdocs are encouraged to
participate, and help organize in some cases.
NRAO runs one of the longest-standing and most successful REU programs (see Section 3.3), and the
postdocs are encouraged to supervise undergraduate students in summer research. They also are asked
to give summer student lectures in their areas of expertise. Each site has an informal postdoc lunch once
per week. Lectures have been presented on career development, and professional development is a key
aspect of the mentoring duties of the NRAO staff primarily responsible for the postdoc programs. Each
site has lectures and formal instruction on key skill areas, such as python programming and training in
the use of astronomical tools. NRAO provides substantial research support, including travel, page
charge support, and computing resources.
Some of the mechanisms that have been implemented for postdoc monitoring include the biannual
submittal of progress reports and annual interviews for Jansky fellows. For external fellows, NRAO
requires an annual progress report from the host institution. The site supervisor, or delegated individual,
for project postdocs performs a biannual review of the postdoc performance, with input from the
postdoc (scientific and functional), and communicates the report to NRAO. Starting in Q1 FY 2013,
project postdocs were required to participate in the annual NRAO Performance Evaluation Process as
per standard scientific staff policy. This includes a functional review by the immediate supervisor, and a
scientific review by OSO. A summary of postdoc mentoring and monitoring is given in the NRAO
quarterly and annual reports.
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4 OBSERVATORY TELESCOPE/ ARRAY OPERATIONS
4.1 Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
North American ALMA
NRAO was responsible for the North American component of four major ALMA activities in FY
2013: ALMA Construction, Science Operations, Offsite Technical Support, and ALMA Development.
North American (NA) ALMA Construction progress is described below. NA ALMA user support
services were described in Section 3. The NAASC provides support for ALMA telescope operations
in Chile, and, as part of OSO, for the scientific user community in North America. NA ALMA
support services include contact scientist and face-to-face user support, helpdesk, data reduction,
archive support, documentation generation, software testing, workshops, and tutorials. Core services
and internationally agreed support and coordination are provided by the NA ALMA Regional Center
(NA ARC), which is functionally embedded within the NAASC. These core duties include direct
service and support for ALMA Chile Operations, including Astronomer on Duty (AoD),
Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV), and Scheduling Block generation (Phase Two Group –
P2G). NA ALMA Development is described in Section 5. NA ALMA Operations is performed in
partnership between NRAO and National Research Council (Canada).
ALMA Construction Overview
NA ALMA construction continued throughout FY 2013. NA deliverables conveyed to the JAO during this
period included: antenna nutators (5), Band 10 Warm Cartridge Assemblies (73), Front End Test & Measurement
System (1), Band 6 Cartridge Test System (1), and Back End Antenna Article Test Stand. Outstanding deliverables
to be conveyed in FY 2014 are the Array Operations Site (AOS) Utilities infrastructure, antenna nutators
(5), OPTs (6), Band 3 Cartridge Test System, and Front End Handling Vehicles (4). Other significant
tasks remaining for the NA Project Office are: the conversion of deliverable conditional acceptances to full
acceptance (with the assistance of the Product Assurance (PA), Quality Assurance (QA), and Systems
Engineering (SE) staff); continuing support of integration, verification, and commissioning activities; and
transition from construction to full operations.
Construction Activities
The major FY 2013 activities for each Integrated Product Team (IPT) of the ALMA construction project
are described below.
Management: Regularly scheduled, project-wide meetings for schedule, budget, and configuration
control continued throughout FY 2013, with emphasis on tight budget control and project closeout.
The Annual ALMA External Review (AAER) was postponed until Q2 FY 2014. It will focus on end of
construction issues.
Site: AOS road construction is complete. Contract closure is pending settlement of the utilities
contract dispute with the contactor, Agua Santa, responsible for both work packages. AOS Utilities
work is ongoing, including rework of the low voltage cable for 51 antenna stations, fuse disconnect
installations, and final electrical connections in the extended array. This work is scheduled for
completion in Q2 FY 2014.
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Antenna: All 25 Vertex antennas have been delivered and are conditionally accepted. Surface deformations
(astigmatism) are manifest, to varying degree, in these antennas. The Antenna IPT is working with
Vertex to define the root cause of this non-conformance.
All five nutators have been delivered and Acceptance Reviews have been conducted on each. Coating
discoloration is manifest on the Unit #1 subreflector. Radio Frequency performance impact is yet to
be determined. The contractor’s retainage payment is being withheld until the full scope and scale of
the problem is determined.
All six Optical Pointing Telescopes (OPTs) have been delivered and on-antenna testing is complete. Once
the contractor delivers the Final Drawing package and the Operations Manual (anticipated Q1 FY 2014),
Acceptance Reviews will be conducted.
Front End: All 27 NA Front Ends (FE) have been delivered: 22 from the NA FE Integration Center, and 5
from the East Asia Front End Integration Center. All Local Oscillator Warm Cartridge Assemblies
(WCAs), including spares, for ALMA Band 10 were delivered in FY 2013 per the Goods and Services
Agreement with National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The NA FE Test & Measurement
System was delivered to the OSF. NA personnel assisted in the re-assembly and commissioning of the
Test System, and trained JAO personnel in test and maintenance procedures. The Band 6 Cartridge
test set was delivered to the OSF; NA personnel assisted in the re-assembly and commissioning of
the Cartridge Test System, and trained JAO personnel in test and maintenance procedures. All 73
Band 10 WCAs were delivered.
Procurement of the Front End Handling Vehicles (FEHVs) was postponed until a Cost-to-Complete
exercise was finished Q4 FY 2013. A Purchase Order for the first prototype FEHV is complete and
fabrication is underway.
Back End: The NA Back End (BE) IPT has delivered all Antenna Articles (AA), Data Receiver Articles,
LO Photonic Receiver Articles, and the Central Local Oscillator (LO) Article. The BE AA Test Stand
was delivered to the JAO Q2 FY 2012. The JAO requested that the Test Strand not be shipped to the
OSF until further notice; shipment is anticipated in Q2 FY 2014.
Correlator: All Correlator IPT construction work was completed in FY 2012.
Computing: All Computing IPT work was completed in FY 2012. Over 6,000,000 lines of code were
written, tested, and delivered to the Project.
Systems Engineering & Integration: PA/QA staff assisted the NA IPTs in resolving issues and facilitating
acceptance of NA deliverables. The staff also continued to resolve Corrective Action Requests
(CARs), which is a process for resolving issues with project deliverables found after their acceptance.
NA staff in the Systems Engineering and Integration (SEI) IPT streamlined existing acceptance and
handover processes and thereby expedited deliveries and ensured deliverable performance to
specification.
Science: The activities of the Science IPT concluded in April 2013 when Violette Impellizzeri, a
member of the commissioning team funded by the Science IPT, transferred to the JAO.
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ALMA Operations
North America ALMA Operations includes Science Operations, Offsite Technical Support, and
Development Activities. NA ALMA Science Operations are described in Section 3. NA ALMA
Telescope Support for Chile Operations in FY 2013, including NRC effort, included 8 Astronomer on
Duty (AoD) trips by 7 staff members (4.5 person-months effort) and 5 Commissioning and Science
Verification (CSV) visits by 5 staff members for ~ 16.5 person-months of effort.
ALMA Development activities are described in the Observatory Development and Programs section
(Section 5).
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4.2

Very Large Array

EVLA Construction
Management: The Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA) construction project was completed in FY 2013 as
planned. Project closeout requirements, such as the retirement of risks, deactivation of work
breakdown structure (WBS) accounts, and the roll-off of project staff, was also successfully concluded
within this period. Specific management activities include:







The EVLA Construction risk plan was closed out.
All WBS project accounts were closed out.
The EVLA engineering documentation was archived on the NRAO central server.
Project successes were included in the project close out report.
Project lessons learned were included in the project close out report.
The Project Close Out-Report for EVLA Construction was submitted to the NSF.

Antennas, FE & Computing: The EVLA project management office also oversaw the completion of the final
construction tasks, in particular the installation of cryogenic systems and the last FE receivers. In
addition, all EVLA Construction equipment and space were transferred to NM Operations. Specific
activities include:





Installation of the final cryogenic system on the antennas was completed
Installation of the final X-Band receivers was completed
Installation of the final Ku-Band receivers was completed
All EVLA Construction computing hardware was purchased. This included both compute nodes
for the Correlator Back End, and the post-processing cluster.

VLA Commissioning and Science Support: Formal EVLA commissioning was completed in Q1, while the
move to D-configuration in Q2 marked the beginning of full science operations of the newly dedicated
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array. During FY 2013, all upgrades to the antennas and receiver bands were
concluded, and the primary modes of the WIDAR correlator were fully implemented and extensively
tested.
Commissioning activities focused on the delivery of a suite of robust and scientifically powerful
observation capabilities for the general community, along with extended capabilities under two Shared
Risk Observing (SRO) programs. Development activities are underway to maximize the full scientific
potential of the VLA (see Section 5.3).
Semester 2012B Early Science observing was successfully supported throughout Q1, and through the
end of the A-configuration at the beginning of January. All priority A and B projects were completed
successfully. This marked the end of the EVLA Early Science phase. The move to the D-configuration in
Q2 marked the beginning of Full Science Operations.
Technical issues were found with the VLBA digital down-convertor (DDC), preventing commissioning of
the end-to-end phased-VLA+VLBA mode in Q1. However, it was successfully commissioned in time for
the first science observations on 2 February, and an exception report was filed for Q1.
The WIDAR correlator is working well in the offered modes for the VLA and observers are smoothly
submitting scheduling blocks and receiving good quality data. The phased VLA is also operating
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smoothly. All known technical issues that plagued joint observations with the phased VLA, VLBA, and
GBT have been solved.
The capabilities offered for Semester 2013B were defined and documented ahead of the Call for
Proposals, which was published 3 January 2013. The new capabilities offered for Semester 2013B
included Shared Risk access to the new P-band system. Documentation and tools were reviewed, tested,
and updated by VLA staff in support of the 2013B Call.
All capabilities offered for 2013B were commissioned and are working well, including VLA phased array
for VLBI (“Y27”) and semi-manual submission of up to three sub-arrays using standard 2 GHz bandwidth
continuum setups.
All observing capabilities offered under the general observing program are working well and are
schedulable through the dynamic scheduler, with the exception of projects requiring multiple subarrays,
which continue to be scheduled by hand. Technical problems with operating the phased VLA with the
VLBA+GBT encountered during 2013A have been solved, and these observations are also running
smoothly.
The capabilities offered for the Semester 2014A Call for Proposals were defined and offered to the
community1. All relevant documentation was updated and a summary of what was offered along with
links to all documentation was provided to the user community in a central website2.
All technical documentation and tools were reviewed, tested, and updated by VLA staff in support of the
2014A Call for Proposals. All VLA (and VLBA) proposals underwent technical review by NRAO staff.
VLA Operations
Array reconfigurations: All pads slated for antenna installations were inspected prior to each
reconfiguration. The array was moved from the A-configuration to the D-configuration during Q2, and
progressed through the new configuration cycle to B-configuration at the end of Q4.
The reconfiguration from A to D was completed on schedule, but there were several challenges at the
start of D-configuration. A network switch failure, overall OPT readiness, and the confluence of a
proposal deadline with the start of D-configuration led to a loss of observing efficiency. The Dconfiguration was extended by two weeks to mitigate these issues, delaying the reconfiguration from D
to DnC by a commensurate amount. An exception report was filed in Q2.
The reconfigurations from DnC to C, and C to CnB were all completed on schedule. The move from
CnB to B-configuration was completed one week ahead of schedule courtesy of favorable weather and
other conditions, and helped mitigate the loss of science during the two-week shutdown at the
beginning of October 2013.
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) Mitigation: During FY 2013, the RFI engineer assisted the Long
Wavelength Array/NSF-funded Large Aperture Experiment to Detect the Dark Ages (LEDA)
experiment engineering and scientific staff in characterizing the RF emission from their new correlator
and data processor sub-systems located at the VLA site. The RFI engineer determined that the existing
container shielding was adequate to operate concurrent with VLA observations. The RFI engineer also
1

2

Please see https://science.nrao.edu/enews/6.7
Please see https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/proposing/vlapst2014a
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continued regular coordination with the White Sands Missile range regarding communications channels
and missile over-flights affecting the VLA.
VLA infrastructure maintenance and renewal details are discussed later in this report.
VLA Modifications/Upgrade Projects
Prototype Antenna Control Unit (ACU) Development: Development of a prototype replacement ACU was
completed in FY 2013. This upgrade addresses a critical maintenance issue with the VLA antennas, as
replacement parts for the legacy ACU have become increasingly scarce.
The VLA software team worked closely with the ACU consultant and the electronics division design
engineers to develop software to control the new ACU. This included software that interfaces with the
low-level ACU software written by the consultant, and with the higher-level VLA control software. The
software was integrated in the lab with the actual hardware, and shown to work in that environment.
The ACU project team passed CDR 28 March 2013. The design was well developed and the team was
approved to install the design on a VLA antenna starting in Q4. The new design is expected to improve
VLA tracking performance. While there are a few outstanding deficiencies affecting the robust operation
of the new ACU in antenna 21, there is potential for improved tracking performance with the final ACU
design.
VLA Maintenance Plans and Schedules
Antennas: Eight antennas were overhauled during FY 2013. The overhaul process included: (1) structural
inspections that might reveal existing and potential problems; (2) the installation of upgrades to
mechanical parts, electrical systems and electronic equipment; (3) addressing maintenance issues that
require the Antenna Assembly Building resources, such as azimuth gear and bearing replacement; (4)
inspecting and changing oil in gear boxes; (5) carrying out touch-up painting on the structure; and (6)
repairing and replacing parts as needed.
Replacing the azimuth bearing on antenna 21 was not completed. Limited manpower resulted in the
need to prioritize the replacement of rail at the Ford Davis VLBA site and installing the new ACU on
antenna 21 over the azimuth bearing replacement. An exception report was filed for Q4.
Track: Plans for FY 2013 called for the replacement of 3500 ties and three intersections. The track crew
installed 2000 ties and one intersection. These goals were not met due to unexpected work, which the
track crew was called upon to perform. This included the lining and leveling of 26 miles of track, which
required the installation of 19,000 tons of ballast. When leftover EVLA funds became available, these had
to be spent in FY 2013 and the track crew suddenly became responsible for the modification of the
EVLA cold storage building into the new home of the Track and HVAC crews. This required tree
months of their time. Another unexpected yet significant task the crew underwent was the preparation
and installation of the concrete portions of the Bracewell Sundial project.
Correlator: The WIDAR correlator received routine maintenance for its HVAC, fire suppression and
UPS systems in FY 2013. This included inspection, maintenance and repair of correlator boards, racks,
fans, power supplies and related parts.
Site Infrastructure: The VLA site buildings and grounds continued to undergo routine annual inspection
and maintenance in FY 2013. This included annual road grading, roof repairs, heating and cooling system
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maintenance, pest and weed control, fire brigade and emergency medical response team training,
servicing of gas pumps, sewer systems, water supply, backup generator power, electrical lines and
related systems.
Renovation of the old D-rack (Electronics) room in the Control Building was completed 30 August. This
renovation provided space for additional site-related local oscillator/intermediate frequency (LO/IF)
support and enabled the Fiber Optics group to move from the old Scientific Library Office Building to
this space.
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4.3 Very Long Baseline Array
VLBA Operations
During FY 2013, each VLBA site was staffed with two technicians for purposes of safety and reliability.
The Pie Town VLBA station was the exception. It was manned by a single tech who obtains additional
support from the VLA technical staff, as needed.
Any spare time available to the site technicians was used for construction and maintenance work that
would otherwise have been done in Socorro. Some additional optimization and streamlining was
implemented in VLBA operations including cross-training operators and analysts and continued
improvements to automation of tasks.
NRAO VLBA technical staff examined the effort required to complete the migration to the EVLA
monitor and control system. This study was completed in Q3 and there is now a spreadsheet
documenting all the requirements that are needed to migrate the VLBA to a VLA-like monitor and
control system. These requirements have been delivered to DMS who will develop the detailed
implementation, full time equivalent (FTE) personnel levels, and priorities for the work.
The new 2 Gbps wide-band system continued to be exercised approximately four times each week at
the Mauna Kea and Pie Town stations for preliminary USNO UT1-UTC observations. The prototype
wide-band system was completed in FY 2013. In an effort to take full advantage of the upgraded C-band
receivers deployed in FY 2012, a new synthesizer was prototyped in FY 2013.
VLBA science operations in FY 2013 have continued to emphasize large/key science projects, especially
those making use of the unique astrometric capabilities of the instrument. The VLBA spent ~ 75% of
observing time on these projects.
An ongoing project to determine distances to star forming regions within the Galaxy started observing
with the new C-Band receivers in Q1. The upgraded receivers make the strong, stable 6.7 GHz
methanol transition observable with the VLBA and allow distance measurements of many previously
inaccessible star-forming regions.
Another ongoing project to determine the distance to the Pleiades star cluster continued throughout FY
2013, along with an effort to determine the distance to several hundred stars in the star-forming regions
of the Gould’s Belt. The wide-band High Sensitivity Array (HSA) has significantly improved all
astrometric observations.
RFI Mitigation: The RFI engineer investigated the causes of RFI, close to the 6.7 GHz methanol line, at the
Brewster and Owens Valley VLBA stations. The Brewster site appears to be impacted by the “USEITeleport” satellite ground terminal that overlooks the VLBA site. A remediation plan has been
developed and is under consideration. The Owens Valley VLBA station appears to be affected by the
nearby Caltech Millimeter Array, but further study will be required to confirm and mitigate the source
of interference.
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VLBA Infrastructure Modifications / Upgrade Projects
VLBA Sensitivity Upgrade Project: The VLBA sensitivity upgrade was completed and the legacy Mark 5A
recording system was retired during FY 2013. The new ROACH Digital Backend (RDBE) is operational
in two functional modes, with different signal processing algorithms.
Science verification of the DDC narrower bandwidth modes was completed in Q1. However, due to
concerns raised by PIs of long-term projects, the VLBA’s legacy data system has continued to be
supported through FY 2013. Transitioning legacy proposals to the DDC system has been deferred until
FY 2014.
VLBA Maintenance Plans and Schedules
Antennas: The Brewster and Hancock VLBA stations were scheduled to receive major maintenance visits
by the VLBA Tiger Team comprising personnel from the antenna mechanics and servo groups in Q3 and
Q4, respectively. NRAO elected to change the Q3 target from Hancock, NH to Fort Davis, TX,
because the Fort Davis azimuth track needed replacement and re-grouting. The overall Q3 target of a
VLBA station undergoing major maintenance was met. A maintenance visit to the Brewster, WA VLBA
site was completed in Q4.
Correlator, Recorders and Playback Units: Routine maintenance to the Mark5 recording and playback units
continued through their decommissioning in FY 2013. During this period, the VLBA sites fully
transitioned to the 2 Gbps Mark5C recording system. Additional improvements to the DiFX correlator
were also implemented this year.
Electronics: The eight cooled receivers and two helium compressors at each VLBA station were routinely
checked and repaired by local site technicians over the course of FY 2013. Weekly and monthly
preventative maintenance to VLBA masers, GPS receivers, servo systems, electrical systems and site
recorders was conducted throughout FY 2013.
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4.5 Green Bank Telescope
GBT Operations
The GBT is the world’s premiere single-dish radio telescope operating at meter to millimeter
wavelengths. Its enormous 100-meter diameter collecting area, unblocked aperture, and excellent
surface accuracy provide unprecedented sensitivity across the telescope's full 0.1 - 100 GHz operating
range The GBT is fully steerable, and can access 85% of the entire celestial sphere. Its operation is highly
efficient, and the GBT is used for astronomy ~ 7000 hours every year. Part of the scientific strength of
the GBT is its flexibility and ease of use, allowing for rapid response to new scientific ideas. It is
scheduled dynamically to match project needs to the available weather. The GBT is also readily
reconfigured with new and experimental hardware, adopting the best technology for any scientific
pursuit and also allowing it to function as an excellent test bed for new technologies. The high sensitivity
mapping capability of the GBT makes it an essential complement to ALMA, VLA, VLBA, and other high
angular resolution interferometers. Facilities of the Green Bank facility are also used for other scientific
research, as well as for an extensive array of programs in education and public outreach, and for the
training of scientific and engineering students and teachers.
RFI Mitigation: The NRAO Green Bank facility is located within two RFI protection zones—the federal
National Radio Quiet Zone (NRQZ) and the West Virginia Radio Astronomy Zone (WVRAZ).
Together these provide protection against sources of terrestrial interference, a protection that is
administered by Green Bank site staff. The NRQZ was established in 1958 to minimize possible harmful
interference to NRAO telescopes in Green Bank and the radio receiving facilities at the Navy
Information Operations Command in Sugar Grove, WV. The NRQZ encloses a land area of ~ 13,000
square miles near the state border between Virginia and WV and protects both sites from all Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) licensed fixed radio transmitters. The WVRAZ is a 10-mile radius
region around the GBT within which the telescope is protected from harmful man-made radio
transmissions. Together these provide the GBT and other site telescopes with an invaluable and
increasingly rare view into the radio spectrum. Working with colleagues in Sugar Grove, WV, NRAO
staff in Green Bank administers all FCC applications within the NRQZ. Similarly, NRAO staff monitors
the WVRAZ around the GBT, looking for potentially harmful interference and working with the
community to find solutions for their needs that do not impinge upon GBT observers.
The Green Bank facility is a large protected site with laboratories, utilities, and support facilities that
makes it an attractive location for staging a variety of research experiments which require a radio quiet
environment, with science goals ranging from the epoch of reionization through determining the changes
in the earth’s magnetosphere.
GBT Modifications/Upgrades Projects:
Digital Servo Replacement: The original GBT analog servo system is being replaced by a digital servo
system that will provide the platform for model-based servo control, allowing for significantly improved
telescope pointing and motion. The plan for this project had it closing in FY 2012, however fundingrelated staffing decreases at NRAO in FY 2012 resulted in a delay in the project completion. In 2013 this
was run as a background project and additional staffing reductions have resulted in continued project
delays. The work on the project will continue in FY 2014 on an as-available basis.
Multi-color Tipper: As part of GBT telescope improvements for high frequency observing and observation
scheduling, a new multi-color tipper was purchased in FY 2012. The RFI mitigation efforts have been
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addressed as a secondary-level project by the Green Bank Interference Protection Group and extended
into FY 2013. The instrument has proven difficult to mitigate to the levels needed for site installation. As
a result, it is being deployed a few miles from the site: close enough to ensure scientific accuracy of the
results but far enough away to allow distance and natural barriers to provide the final RFI mitigation
necessary for installation. All RFI mitigation efforts were completed in FY 2013 and installation was
underway be FY end. However, completion was delayed due to staffing resources until Q1 FY 2014.
GBT Sub-reflector Actuator Replacement: An unanticipated FY 2012 failure of a GBT sub-reflector actuator
due to a design flaw prompted a manufacturer’s rebuild and retrofit of all the sub-reflector actuators.
This subreflector replacement was completed in FY 2013, however significant delays in delivery of the
various components by the contractor resulted in delays to building a new focus and tracking model for
the GBT. The new model was completed in early FY 2014.
Green Bank Hosted Instruments
These instruments are supported by other facility collaborators and funded outside of the NSF
Cooperative Service Agreement with AUI.
Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization: The Green Bank facility is the northern site and
development/test facility for the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER) telescope,
the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA) prototype operated by a partnership that includes
University of California, Berkeley and the University of Virginia. This partnership operates an identical
array in the Karoo desert of South Africa.
Solar Radio Burst Spectrometer: The 45-ft telescope, previously transformed into a ground station for the
Japanese Highly Advanced Laboratory for Communications and Astronomy (HALCA) satellite, is now
functioning as a Solar Radio Burst Spectrometer, providing dynamic spectra of solar radio bursts during
daylight hours at Green Bank and giving the Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope (FASR) team its first
data. FY 2013 was the last operations year for this instrument within its existing grant.
Low Frequency All-Sky Monitor Project: This University of Texas, Brownsville project will consist of four
phased dipole arrays, separated by several thousand kilometers. One of its first arrays was installed on
the Green Bank site in FY 2013, driven primarily by access to the NRQZ’s lower interference levels and
site infrastructure.
Magnetometers along the Eastern Atlantic Seaboard for Undergraduate Research and Education: West Virginia
University has installed a magnetometer on site as part of the University of California led
Magnetometers along the Eastern Atlantic Seaboard for Undergraduate Research and Education
(MEASURE) project to study magnetosphere dynamics.
West Virginia Geospatial Information Network: A reference GPS sensor for the West Virginia Geospatial
Information Network is installed on site.
NRAO 20m Telescope RadioSkynet: Skynet is a distributed network of robotic telescopes operated by
students, faculty, and staff at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The network began
operation in January 2006 with the opening of the six PROMPT telescopes in Chile. Since then, several
more telescopes in the U.S. and Europe have been integrated into the network. The NRAO 20m
telescope on the Green Bank site is the first (and presently only) radio telescope within the network.
The RadioSkynet telescope refurbishment was completed in FY 2013 and operations began.
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5 OBSERVATORY DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAMS
5.1 Central Development Laboratory
Low-Noise Amplifiers (LNA): Prototype amplifiers for ALMA Band 1 were developed covering the 32-52
GHz frequency range. These amplifiers exhibited less than 20 K noise temperature everywhere across
the band and had a minimum noise temperature of about 10 K at the band center. Two amplifiers were
delivered to the Academia Sinica Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics (ASIAA) team in Taiwan for
incorporation into the prototype Band 1 cartridge that is under development. As additional
development support to ASIAA team, hermetic dewar transitions covering the same frequency range
were also developed. The work initiated in FY 2012 on ALMA Band 2 amplifiers resulted in deliveries of
amplifiers for the GBT and for the University of Arizona 67- 90 GHz receivers. These amplifiers all had
less than 50 K noise temperature over 67-88 GHz with a minimum noise temperature of about 25 K at
the band center. An upgrade of the amplifiers used in the VLBA 3 mm wave receiver using CRYO3
NGST devices was also developed. A test amplifier covering the frequency range of 75-115 GHz was
further evaluated, demonstrating the feasibility of an amplifier with less than 50 K noise temperature
over the entire frequency range and with a minimum noise of about 30 K. These results have put the
performance of NGST CRYO3 devices based amplifiers practically at par with the 35 nm Monolithic
Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) amplifiers, offering a competitive alternate solution if
schedule and/or funding limitations prevent use of the modern but relatively expensive MMIC
technology.
Some vital improvements to the laboratory instrumentation were completed, amongst those, a new YIG
power supply was designed and built, and the DC characteristic measurement system was completed.
Research work on the general noise properties of microwave transistors and on amplifiers incorporating
various technologies – including commercial CMOS and SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) –
resulted in four conference publications and several publications.
Several iterations of SiGe HBT cryogenic amplifiers have been built using the devices purchased from ST
Microelectronics through JPL. Measurements reveal that the best of these devices are comparable to the
state-of-the-art InP Heterojunction Field Effect Transistors (HFETs) from the CRYO3 wafer in the low
cm-wave range. However, results from multiple wafer runs show an unexpected variation in noise
temperature, despite consistent current gain and other model parameters amongst wafers, calling into
question the anticipated repeatability of these devices. In addition, the aluminum pad plating on these
commercial devices leads to some new challenges with regard to the construction of amplifiers. Use of
traditional gold bond-wire is not recommended due to the formation of "Purple Plague" (AuAl2) and our
experiments have confirmed that 1% Si-doped aluminum bond wire, the industry standard for this metal
system, has two orders of magnitude higher loss at cryogenic temperatures than that of pure metal.
Measurements on the latest wafer of 35 nm InP HFET MMICs were completed and showed that their
noise performance in the low 3 mm band was comparable to the best chip-and-wire amplifiers built
using CRYO3 devices.
Millimeter/Sub-Millimeter Detectors: Single-ended mixers with AlN barriers on Si membrane substrates
with beam leads were successfully fabricated for the 385-500 GHz frequency range and meet the ALMA
Band 8 specifications. These mixers are now deployed on the Submillimeter Telescope (SMT). Balanced
mixers have been successfully tested, and after extensive measurements, some excess loss has been
attributed to the superconducting 180-degree IF hybrid. A balanced Band 6 mixer has also been
fabricated and tested. In this case as well, some excess loss has been observed and attributed to the
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superconducting 180-degree IF hybrid. A 4 K test set is being constructed to characterize the loss of the
suspect superconducting 180-degree IF hybrids. This work is on schedule.
Despite a spate of high-vacuum equipment failures earlier this year, and the resulting delays due to
repairs and recalibration of the affected processes, Nb/Al-AlN/Nb junctions of the desired size and
critical current density and with excellent I(V) characteristics have been fabricated and a batch of Band 6
mixer chips is currently being fabricated. This work is on schedule.
Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor (SIS) junctions based on NbTiN for frequencies above ~700
GHz require AlN tunnel barriers to obtain the high critical current densities necessary at higher
frequencies. With the recent success of SIS junctions with AlN barriers, and earlier successful deposition
of NbTiN films at University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML), work is now beginning on
NbTiN SIS junctions for use above 1 THz.
Next Generation Receivers: Cryogenic measurement of the S-Band triangular Digital Ortho-Mode
Transducer (DOMT) has been delayed due to issues with the test horn required for this measurement
and problems with the Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics (CASPER)
development environment. Cost estimates of the corrugated horn used for on-the-sky Y-Factor
measurements were much higher than projected. Consequently, a simpler non-corrugated horn
construction is being investigated. The back-end processing software needed for the measurement is
being ported to a new National Instruments platform for improved reliability, and the necessary ancillary
interfaces are being designed.
The unformatted digital fiber-optic link was completed and tested extensively with excellent
performance. These results were published in the June 2013 The Publications of the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific.
Measurements on the W-Band Local Oscillator Distributor have been delayed by an oscillation problem
with the existing package. Troubleshooting is ongoing to address the problem but should the existing
package prove to be unrepairable, a new package design is being created to resolve the problem.
The fourth iteration of the Flex Thermal Transition was characterized, but the results were still not
satisfactory. Significant new knowledge was gained about the thermal properties and loss characteristics
as a result of these experiments. Several previously unknown issues – e.g., problems relating to channel
isolation, ground loops, and cavity coupling from the "open" transmission line structures – were seen.
These problems pose significant obstacles in the way of an optimum design and consequently, this
approach is being abandoned.
The 67-93 GHz Integrated I/Q down-converter module was measured successfully and performed well,
in agreement with predictions.
The 1/10th scale-mode of the 100-1000 GHz ridged horn has been fabricated and awaits testing at
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) using the 1 mm coax calibration standards that
are prohibitively expensive and unavailable at NRAO. Progress at NIST has been very slow under this
contract, and measurements have been further delayed by the October 2013 government furlough.
Electromagnetic Development: A C-band (4-8 GHz) secondary focus corrugated feed horn was designed
and built for the Shanghai 65-m telescope. Field patterns measured in the E- and H-planes yielded an
average illumination taper of -17.5 dB at the subreflector edge, compared with the desired illumination
taper of -17 dB. Cross-polarization measured in the diagonal planes was better than -27 dB at 4-8 GHz
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and measured patterns showed good circular beam symmetry. The measured phase center location
(distance from the feed aperture) varied from 29.8” at 4 GHz to 41.8” at 8 GHz. This variation can be
compensated by offsetting the telescope secondary. Return loss was better than 18 dB in the 4-8 GHz
band. This feed horn has been installed on the 65-m antenna and initial measurements indicate efficiency
as predicted.
Measurements on the Q-band (33-50 GHz) turnstile OMT developed for ALMA Band 1 were completed
and return loss was better than 20 dB from 33-52 GHz. Insertion loss was about 0.3 dB for a gold plated
OMT at room temperature. The corresponding, estimated loss at 15 K is about 0.12 dB, which could be
further reduced by trimming the length of the OMT arms. Three OMTs were measured and exhibited
consistent performance.
An E-band (67-90 GHz) OMT, also based on turnstile junction, was developed for ALMA Band 2
cartridge, and three units were fabricated. The machining took longer than anticipated, indicating that
the manufacturability limits of this design are being approached. Preliminary measurements have been
completed using a WR-10 calibration kit and seem to indicate that the OMT meets its design
requirements, but further refined measurements are planned using WR-12 calibration standards.
Progress has been made with the development of broadband corrugated feed horns. Electromagnetic
simulations indicate that the bandwidth of such feed horns may be increased to 2.4:1 by improving
cross-polarization at the high end of the band and return loss at the low end. Development of an
optimized spline feed horn continues.
Development of an 800 MHz short backfire antenna feed with corrugations on the main reflector was
completed. Measurements of far-field patterns indicate lower spillover on the GBT.
Phased Array Feed (PAF): Progress was made toward the goal of testing the first phased array receiver on
the GBT. The GBT telescope, control room, and the outdoor test facility have been outfitted with fiber
optics to support multi-channel PAF testing and science in future. Many improvements have also been
made to the PAF software for testing and data acquisition. Unfortunately, there have been delays in
accomplishing the test on the GBT due to problems with the cryogenic low-noise amplifiers. The SiGe
transistors used in these amplifiers have exhibited failures during cryogenic cycling. The transistors have
been replaced and testing of the receiver on the GBT is planned for FY 2014.
A complete redesign and fabrication of lower noise and higher reliability Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs)
was initially planned for 2013. However, priority was accorded to performing an initial GBT test that
would demonstrate the ability to accurately predict PAF behavior and use the PAF receiver to form
beams on the sky. Consequently, the redesign effort had to be postponed and is now planned for 2014.
Another important part of the work is the development of accurate modeling capability, including dipole
elements and mutual coupling. This work has progressed well, and NRAO now possesses the capability
to model the full 19-element phased array, taking into account the LNA, the coupling network, the
dipoles, and the array and antenna geometry. With weighted elements, the array radiation patterns, as
well as the antenna efficiency and spillover can be predicted.
Long-time collaborator Brigham Young University (BYU) manufactured new dipole elements optimized
for the GBT optics and tested a new 20 MHz backend that can now be made available for testing in
Green Bank. Mid-year, several members of the PAF group traveled to Australia and the Commonwealth
Science and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) to meet with the members of the Australian
Square Kilometre Array Project (ASKAP). ASKAP uses a 188-channel phased array utilizing room
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temperature amplifiers as part of a synthesis array of 36 telescopes. The architecture and design of the
CSIRO PAF, and the scope of the ASKAP project is quite different from the NRAO PAF work.
Nevertheless, both groups traded presentations and found the joint meetings useful. A joint statement
was drafted on common interests and included an expression of interest in future collaboration.
Precision Array for Probing the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER): The construction and evaluation of 70
receivers and 70 amplifiers were completed. An environmental chamber capable of maintaining 16
receiver modules at a constant operating temperature was developed and eight field units were
fabricated and tested. The CDL staff also coordinated the construction of 70 array elements in Green
Bank, each consisting of an antenna and ground reflector along with 70 connectorized custom length
cables between the antenna elements and the respective chambers. All of this instrumentation was
packaged and shipped to South Africa for deployment in late 2013 to increase the PAPER array size to
128 elements, leaving only 12 elements yet to be deployed. CDL support of the PAPER engineering array
in Green Bank continues.
Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA): Work has begun on the development of the HERA
instrument. CDL staff contributed to the conceptual design of an array element that has a much larger
collecting area than the PAPER dipole or the Murchison Wide-field Array (MWA) Tile. NRAO is
collaborating with University of California, Berkeley on HERA developments and a preliminary proposal
was submitted to the NSF Mid-Scale Innovations Program. This work is ongoing at the precursory level.
Lunar University Node for Astrophysics Research (LUNAR): LUNAR is a grant from the NASA Lunar Science
Institute to develop instrumentation for lunar-based research. The collaboration with University of
Colorado continues on the conceptual design of the proposed Explorer-class Dark Ages Radio Explorer
(DARE) mission to measure the hydrogen signature of the early universe. CDL staff is involved in the
development of the antenna and front-end electronics, along with defining the precision flux calibration
methodology. We have deployed the next generation Engineering Prototype in Green Bank for long-term
ground-based observations and instrument verification.
HFET Amplifiers Production: The CDL Amplifier Group continues to produce/repair amplifiers for NRAO
VLA, VLBA, GBT, ALMA and other research institutions: CARMA, Arecibo, MPIfR, University of
Arizona, University of Pennsylvania, Shanghai Observatory, and University of Washington. Among those
were: six 230-470 MHz, thirty-eight 1-2 GHz, eleven 2-4 GHz, ten 4-8 GHz, eight 8-12 GHz, six 12-18
GHz, four 26-36 GHz, one 26-40 GHz, four 38-50 GHz, two 32-52 GHz, six 65-90 GHz and one 80-95
GHz amplifiers. A total of 97 amplifiers were delivered.
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5.2 Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array Development Program
Band 5 Local Oscillator (Lead Institution: NRAO): The NRAO continues to collaborate with the European
Southern Observatory (ESO) to develop and deliver seventy-five local oscillators for the ALMA Band 5
receiver (163-211 GHz). The ALMA Board approved this project at its April 2012 meeting. ESO is
overseeing production of the cold cartridges, which will be produced by a GARD (Sweden) and NOVA
(Netherlands) partnership. The cold cartridges contain the cold optics and very low-noise SIS mixers. In
North America, the CDL is building the local oscillators for each Band 5 receiver. The rationale for this
project is stated in a compelling science case set forth by Christian Brinch et al. on 22 February 2012.
Phase 1 – design, fabrication, assembly and testing of one (1) pre-production Band 5 WCAs, principally
the local oscillator – has concluded. Phase 2 – production scale up and delivery of 75 Band 5 WCAs –
has begun. A successful Critical Design and Manufacturing Readiness Review (CDMR) was held at the
conclusion of Phase 1 activities. Two of the initial production WCAs were delivered to ESO for
integration into their Band 5 Cold Cartridge Test Measurement System. The NA part of this multi-year
project officially concludes in Q3 FY 2014. Total North America funding for this project is $3,328,717.
Band 5 covers the 163-211 GHz atmospheric window and will be the first new frequency band added to
ALMA after construction concludes. Band 5 will be able to study and image the very first galaxies though
highly redshifted (8.0 < z < 10.65) emission of the 158 µm [CII] fine-structure line. Band 5 receivers will
also be used to image water vapor emission from the 183 GHz 313 – 220 para-H2O transition in
protoplanetary disks, planetary atmospheres, and comets.
Single-ended SIS mixers, such as those at Band 5, require a local oscillator with extremely high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR > 160 dBc), so that noise sidebands of the local oscillator do not add to the
total system noise of the receiver. In addition to extremely high SNR, the local oscillators also require
very high levels of phase stability to preserve coherence of the array. The CDL Front End Local
Oscillator group has been developing electronically tunable, very high SNR local oscillators for singleended SIS mixers for several years, producing the local oscillators for all seven ALMA bands currently
under construction, as well as supplying designs and components for SIS receivers at other millimeter
and submillimeter observatories.
ALMA Phasing (Lead Institution: MIT/Haystack): The ALMA Board recommended the ALMA Phasing Project
for additional study. The MIT/Haystack principal investigators crafted a project plan that was submitted
to the ALMA Development Steering Committee for evaluation in late FY 2012 and received Board
approval in Q1 FY 2013. The project’s purpose is to make the ALMA observatory capable of Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). There are many facets to this program, from modifying the Local
Oscillator system to providing high-speed recorders. The NRAO group that designed and built the 64antenna correlator is engaged in this project, leveraging their intimate knowledge of the correlator to
provide enhancements that are critical to program success. The correlator must be upgraded to
accurately sum the data outputs of all antennas and packetize them in standard VLBI format. The
correlator was specified to have “hooks” for VLBI. One of these hooks was the provision of logic to
sum the data streams from the antennas and route them to connectors in the backplane. Some
modification to this logic is necessary to provide the sum in the desired format and to provide additional
testing capabilities. Related firmware is being modified, too. Another hook is the ability to adjust the
phase of Digital Local Oscillators. These can be used to fine-tune the delays. Some firmware
modifications are necessary to do this in an optimal way. A third hook is additional card slots in the
correlator. Eight of these card slots will be populated with a newly designed card whose purpose is to
time-tag and format the data in a standard way. The outputs of these cards will be routed to fiber
concentrators and then to recorders designed by other collaborators. The NA correlator group will
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also provide a means of testing that the timing in the correlator is locked to an external standard and is
very close to the time provided by a GPS system. Following the existing correlator design philosophy,
the new design will include several self-test capabilities to make both initial verification and long term
maintenance more straightforward. A large part of this task will be system integration and test. Several
layers of testing are planned so that the final integration and test in Chile, scheduled to complete in April
2014, minimizes the disruption to the Observatory. A test fixture is being designed for use in
Charlottesville that will allow verification of many aspects of the system. Further testing is planned in
Chile at the OSF using existing hardware. Finally, the correlator will need to be modified, upgraded, and
shown to perform all of its previous functions as well as the new ones.
OSF-Calama Optical Fiber (Lead Institutions: JAO/NRAO): The ALMA Board approved a project to install
optical fiber between the OSF and Calama at its April 2012 meeting. When compared to the microwave
link that is currently used to transmit astronomical data, the fiber optic cable will allow higher data
transmission rates and decrease operational costs. Silica Networks is the contractor for the AOS to
Calama segment and is waiting for issuance of the required construction permits from the Chilean public
authorities (Bienes Nacionales, Servicio de Evaluación de Impacto Ambiental, and the Ministerio de
Obras Públicas). The project is behind schedule; construction and commissioning will be delayed until at
least March 2014. The contingency plan – continued operation of the microwave link – is in effect.
Development Studies
9
2nd Generation Receiver for ALMA Band 6 (Lead Institution: NRAO): NRAO collaborated with the
University of Virginia’s Microfabrication Laboratory to improve SIS receiver technology. The proposed
second-generation ALMA SIS receivers will use balanced sideband separating SIS mixers that will reject
LO sideband noise and require ~50 times less LO power than the current ALMA Band 6 receivers. This
will significantly reduce receiver noise temperature and thereby enable simultaneous observation of a
group of molecules in the range of 219-231 GHz, including the important 12CO and 13CO lines. The
improved Band 6 receiver will reduce requisite observation time by a factor of two-to-three, depending
upon atmospheric conditions. This design study officially commenced in Q4 FY 2012 and concluded in
October 2013. Total funding for this activity was $84,045. The final report was submitted to the North
American ALMA Development Manager.
Design Study for Production of Band 2 Cartridges (Lead Institution: NRAO): NRAO collaborated with the
University of Arizona to produce a preliminary design for an ALMA Band 2 cartridge. Two types of
cryogenic low-noise amplifiers (MMIC and MIC) were built and comparatively tested using the Arizona
Radio Observatory’s 12-m telescope. The results were included in the final report and the superior
version can be incorporated into the baseline preliminary design. The bandwidth of the proposed
cartridge (65-90 GHz) extends the ALMA operating range and enables investigation of the 4 mm
wavelength region, a relatively unexplored region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This design study
concluded in October 2013. The final report was submitted to the North American ALMA
Development Manager without the final results of the optics test. The OMT was designed and
fabricated, but testing was not completed as of the writing of the final report. The OMT machining
proved to be much more challenging than expected. Final testing of the optics will complete Q1 2014
and will be added to the final report. Total funding for this activity was $98,119.
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mm/submm VLBI with ALMA (Lead Institution: NRAO): NRAO collaborated with MIT Haystack Observatory
to develop new software for optimal reduction of submillimeter VLBI data. Presently, the best VLBI data
reduction algorithms are spread among three conventional VLBI analysis software packages: AIPS, the
Haystack Observatory Post-processing System (HOPS), and CASA. AIPS has the most comprehensive
set of VLBI calibration routines, especially amplitude calibration. HOPS has the most reliable and flexible
fringe-fitting algorithms tailored for mm/submm observations and makes best use of pulse-calibration.
CASA, the ALMA standard data processing package, has the best infrastructure for data editing and
imaging. The principal goal of this study was to “roadmap” the integration of the best AIPS and HOPS
calibration and analysis algorithms into CASA. This no-cost study concluded during Q2 FY 2013. The
final report was submitted to the North American ALMA Development Manager.
Increase the ALMA Data Rate (Lead Institution: NRAO): NRAO was investigating how ALMA data
transmission rates might be increased. Presently, the processing of ALMA data at the average
transmission rate requires only 1% of correlator capacity. ALMA data processing at the peak
transmission rate requires only 12% of correlator capacity. The correlator is underutilized and the
foregone scientific opportunity has not been quantified. The Design Reference Science Plan, the basis of
the original ALMA data rate estimate, was written prior to recent advances in astronomy and the
number of known interstellar molecules has since increased to ~ 150, with many tens of thousands of
known transitions in the mm/submm bands. The primary goals of this study were: (1) the articulation of
sample science cases that would be enabled by high data-rate observing; (2) a development-funded,
baseline data-rate evolution for both average and peak data rates; and (3) at least one scenario to
significantly advance the baseline data rates (average and peak) using operations funding alone. Requisite
infrastructure upgrades for local-area/wide-area network and correlator processing cluster would be
defined. This no-cost study was withdrawn.
Ultra Wideband Quantum Limited Amplifiers (Lead Institution: CalTech): The California Institute of
Technology is collaborating with the NASA JPL to investigate a novel technology that may significantly
improve the noise temperature and instantaneous bandwidth availability of ALMA receivers. A
breakthrough in superconducting parametric amplifier (paramp) design technology at CalTech and JPL
offers the potential of near quantum-limited noise temperature with more than ½ octave of bandwidth
in all ALMA Bands. This study concentrated on the design and simulation of a Dispersion-engineered
Traveling-Wave Kinetic Inductance (DTWKI) amplifier for ALMA Band 3 (84-116 GHz). This design
study concluded October 2013. Total funding for this activity was $92,498. The final report was
submitted to the North American ALMA Development Manager.
Unleashing Large Dataset Science (Lead Institution: University of Maryland): The University of Maryland
collaborated with the University of Illinois and NRAO to develop metadata and software infrastructures
for next-generation analysis tools. This foundation will enable science-driven data mining, and
visualization of large data cubes, beyond human capability alone. New analysis tools that afford easy,
extensive, and creative access to large data cubes (1000 x 1000 pixels and larger) will enhance
proposers’ ability to use ALMA efficiently for targeted science, and facilitate fundamental discovery
science. This software design study concluded in October 2013. Total funding for this activity was
$34,320. The final report was submitted to the North American ALMA Development Manager.
A Visualization Portal for ALMA Data (Lead Institution: University of British Columbia): The University of British
Columbia collaborated with the University of Calgary, Harvard University, and Calgary Scientific (an
industrial partner) to develop a web-based, visualization portal that will enable multiple astronomers to
simultaneously and collaboratively interrogate/explore a 1 TB ALMA data cube using any of a variety of
platforms (high-end workstations to smart phones). The proposed visualization tool will also be capable
of exporting the astronomers’ shared vision directly to a journal-quality figure (image). This work builds
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upon technology developed by the CyberSKA cyber-infrastructure project. This software design study
concluded in October 2013. Total funding for this activity was $73,438.
ALMA Band 1 Receiver Development Study (Lead Institution: ASIAA): ASIAA collaborated with NRC-HIA, the
University of Chile, and NRAO to develop, in parallel, several design options for a prototype ALMA
Band 1 receiver (nominally 33-50 GHz).
Prototype test equipment was designed, produced, and implemented. A “down-selection,” based upon
scientific need, demonstrated receiver performance, and manufacturability, occurred at the conclusion
of the development phase. This design study concluded in October 2013. Total cost for this activity was
$734,780; total funding was $100,000. The balance ($634,780) was considered contributions in kind,
distributed among the collaborating institutions.
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5.3 VLA Development
Low Frequency Receivers: In collaboration
with the Naval Research Lab, new lowfrequency receivers were successfully
installed at the VLA to replace the legacy
74 MHz and 327 MHz VLA receivers.
The new “low band” receivers take
advantage of the much wider bandwidths
now available at the VLA and the
improved interference environment
below 85 MHz created by the elimination
of low frequency analog TV channels.
Twenty-eight receivers were funded by
NRL and the NRAO FY 2011 Operations
budget. Receivers in all 27 antennas have
been installed, commissioned, and are
actively used for scientific observations.
EVLA Memo 175 Low Band Receiver
Performance by S. Durand, P. Harden was
published. This memo describes the
laboratory performance of the low band
receiver and also the in-array
performance of the P-Band system.

Figure 5.3.1: A VLA low-band receiver

Prototype Low-Band Feed Development: The legacy dipole feeds for the 54-86 MHz frequency range
interfere with beam polarization at higher frequencies. As a result, they are only mounted on the
antennas for special campaigns. The low-band feed development project was tasked with prototyping
and testing a new low-band feed that will
produce minimal adverse effects on higher
frequency observing, enabling the feeds to be
mounted permanently. A design was produced,
called the Modified J-Pole (MJP). The project
had mixed success, reducing high frequency
polarization perturbations at the expense of
some reduction in the low-band frequency
sensitivity.
After testing, it was concluded that the design
was not ready for a critical design review
(CDR). A decision was made to retain the
Erickson dipoles, deployable in campaign mode,
for the foreseeable future. The response and
cross-polarization of the traditional Erickson
feeds was improved significantly in a concurrent
development process.

Figure 5.3.2: Four Modified J-Pole feeds on a VLA antenna
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5.4 VLBA Development
VLBA Synthesizer: The new VLBA L404 synthesizer will allow access to vital parts of the C-band
spectrum. A prototype L404 receiver was installed at the Los Alamos, NM station during Q3. The L404
synthesizer has many advantages over the legacy system. It provides flexible tuning and precision
frequency control along with low phase noise. The design is modular, and functional blocks can be
interchanged to accommodate different frequency ranges without a complete re-design. A dual, high
speed Direct Digital Synthesis chip which allows rapid changing of the frequency tuning, combined with
an innovative tuning technique, allows exact 10 kHz tuning steps from 2-16 GHz with no gaps across the
full frequency range.
Future work will address a temperature dependent phase drift that was revealed in testing at the Los
Alamos VLBA site. The phase drift will be corrected and funding will need to be secured before
populating the full VLBA array.
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5.5 GBT Development
The GBT was designed to allow ready upgrades and changes to all aspects of its hardware and software.
A specialty or PI-driven instrument can be installed on the telescope with relative ease, making it feasible
for an individual or group of researchers to outfit the telescope to meet their science goals. The GBT
also has a vigorous development program in collaboration with university groups to take advantage of
the latest technology and provide our user community with a constantly improving facility.
As outlined below, the path forward for new discoveries with the GBT is built upon the collaborative
development of instruments that will open new pathways into our understanding of the Universe. All
new GBT instrumentation and development is built in collaboration with research groups at universities
and colleges throughout the country. This not only leverages Observatory staff efforts and supports
university faculty, it provides a valuable training ground for students to become instrument builders. The
program has been highly successful both in training excellent scientists and engineers and in providing
the instruments necessary to enable the best possible science.
Projects Summary
VEGAS (CICADA): With existing funding from the NSF Advanced Technologies and Instrumentation
program, the VEGAS collaboration is building a new GBT backend to replace the existing GBT
spectrometer and spectral processor, instruments based on technology 20+ years old. The new backend
will provide vastly improved dynamic range, higher time resolution for off-line RFI excision and rapid
maps, and greatly improved observations of multiple lines through the ability to create high frequency
resolution sub-bands, modes crucial for the exciting GBT astrochemistry studies. The instrument will
permit GBT focal plane array instruments to reach their full science potential by providing significantly
increased bandwidth for the individual feeds. The instrument will also provide an instantaneous 10 GHz
bandwidth vital for both detection of highly redshifted lines such as CO and for millisecond pulsar
searches in the Galactic Center.
First light with the instrument was achieved on schedule in FY 2012. Development of further scientific
instrument modes, as well as its associated data taking and data reduction software, continued through
FY 2013. Delivery of the VEGAS instrument proved challenging and required more NRAO resources for
project completion than anticipated. As a result, while the most difficult to implement modes were
completed in FY 2013, final delivery of all modes will occur in early FY 2014, pending the allocation of
additional funding, at which time the instrument will be available for scientific use.
Camera Development – GBT 4x4-Pixel Comet Camera, ARGUS: Cometary radio astronomy is currently very
challenging because of the need for good angular resolution observations of very low surface brightness
molecular lines in the 3mm band, from objects that can cover a wide field and change on time scales of
an hour. Stanford, the University of Maryland, and Caltech have begun construction of a 16-pixel “comet
camera'' for 85-116 GHz, where recent measurements show that the GBT can be operated successfully
for several thousand hours each year. The instrument will be “plug compatible” with the existing IF
system and the new VEGAS spectrometer. NRAO’s role in FY 2013 was to provide GBT infrastructure
and optics information to Stanford as requested. The project remains on track for testing in 2014.
MUSTANG 1.5: In collaboration with the University of Pennsylvania, NIST, and Caltech, the detectors,
readout electronics, and dewar design were contributed by NRAO for a 64-96 GHz detector, feed
horn-coupled replacement for the existing MUSTANG bolometer array. In FY 2014, the NRAO Green
Bank machine shop and CDL provided cryogenic internal parts and HEMT amplifiers for the project. The
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instrument encountered a number of challenges in FY 2013, including delay in the delivery of the NIST
detectors and difficulties in the backend readout electronics, also a NIST deliverable. NRAO staff
successfully mitigated the latter issue; however, the detector’s delivery to Green Bank has been moved
well into FY 2014.
Advanced Signal Processing Techniques-RFI Mitigation and Excision (EPSCOR): West Virginia University
(WVU), Brigham Young University (BYU), and JPL, in collaboration with NRAO proposed a three-year
research program to develop state-of-the-art RFI mitigation techniques. The grant was not funded in FY
2013.
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5.6 New Initiatives Office
The New Initiatives Office (NIO) pursues, develops, and manages strategic partnerships and
collaborations with academic, government, and non-profit organizations. Among the core NIO activities
envisioned during FY 2013 were managing and expanding the partnerships to sustain the scientific
operations and unique technical capabilities of the VLBA and GBT through with partnerships that
included the Lebedev Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (FIAN), and the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory (SHAO). Partnership agreements with two other sister observatories in
China were also explored.
In addition, in FY 2013 NIO continued the efforts it began during FY 2012 to convene and lead the radio
astronomical community in beginning a study of the science and technology case for a major new radio
instrument. A major workshop, Radio Astronomy in the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Era was
organized by NRAO and held in May 2013. This workshop dovetailed nicely with NRAO’s first full year
as an institutional LSST partner, as did various activities of the NRAO Director, a member of the
project’s AURA Management Council for LSST, and the Head of NIO, who is the NRAO institutional
representative to the LSST Board.
Specific areas in which NIO played an active role during FY 2013 are described below.
Additional Partnerships to Support the VLBA
While no new partnerships delivering additional operations funds for the VLBA were established during
FY 2013, preliminary meetings with NASA representatives to discuss spacecraft tracking for the space
agency were held.
ALMA VLBI and Event Horizon Telescope
The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) concept was to be formalized in FY 2013 by a formal Letter of
Intent signed by the NRAO Director and representatives of a number of other institutions, outlining the
structure of the EHT partnership to be led by Haystack Observatory, and supporting a proposal to
accelerate the implementation of phased array operations with ALMA. Technical progress on the latter
task during FY 2013 was good.
Broader Partnerships with Sister Observatories in China
During FY 2013, NRAO delivered a C-band receiver FE for the SHAO 65m radio telescope, and signed
an additional contract to deliver a flexible digital backend suitable for both spectral line and continuum
sources, including pulsars. FY 2013 also saw the signing of general, broadly based Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) for cooperation between NRAO and the Xinjiang Astronomical Observatory,
which is planning to build a 110m radio telescope in the Uighur Autonomous Region of western China
and the National Astronomical Observatory, which is currently building the 500m FAST radio telescope.
Space Very Long Baseline Interferometry and RadioAstron
FY 2013 saw ongoing scientific observations with NRAO telescopes involving Russia’s RadioAstron VLBI
spacecraft. Meetings of the restructured RadioAstron International Science Council (RISC) continued,
and its formal guest observer program began. The Observatory anticipates the continued participation
of the GBT, VLA, and VLBA in the RadioAstron scientific program, via its normal proposal process.
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Negotiations for a multiyear usage contract to make the Green Bank 140ft antenna (which is no longer
supported by NSF funds) available as a second downlink station for RadioAstron astronomical data were
successfully concluded in early FY 2013, following State Department approval of a Commodity
Jurisdiction Request submitted by the Observatory to permit the observations. The 140ft antenna was
refurbished in early FY 2013 and downlink of RadioAstron observational data during VLBI runs began in
September 2013. Use of the 140ft antenna permits VLBI observations between RadioAstron and a set of
ground-based antennas in the western hemisphere considerably more powerful and extensive than the
radio telescopes that must be used when RadioAstron is within line of sight view of the original
Pushchino downlink station.
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6 OBSERVATORY ADMINISTRATION AND SERVICES
6.1 Observatory Business Services
Observatory Business Services focused on upgrades, policies, and certifications in FY 2013. Work
continues on energy conservation. The Edgemont Road building in Charlottesville was re-lamped with
lower wattage florescent bulbs; and timers and motion detectors were added to the corridors to turn
lights on and off after hours. This work was to have a savings recovery payback period with the
University of Virginia, but the University waived all charges for the upgrades. A study was performed for
the consideration of installing a photovoltaic array at the VLA. An independent report was
commissioned and the resulting outcome was that the potential savings over 20 years was insufficient to
justify the installation effort and cost. The NSF sponsored energy reviews in Green Bank and at the VLA
in spring 2013. The consultant reports had not been received as of 30 September 2013.
The Budget division established a new WBS for operations effective with the FY 2013 budget. All
operations have been coded to the new structure, can be reported on through the new structure, and
were so budgeted in FY 2014. The observatory-wide WBS allows greater comparability of expenses
and efforts and improves transparency across NRAO sites and instruments.
The Environment, Safety, and Security (ES&S) division completed the renewal of Safety staff certifications
to ensure that the ES&S team is skilled and familiar with the details of a particular area of practice, and
can demonstrate competence through independent assessment. In addition, certification also ensures
that the safety staff is current on changing safety regulations. The laser safety program is designed to
meet the requirements of both the OSHA regulations and the relevant ANSI standards. The Laser Safety
Officer is expected to be a resource for employee laser safety and have in-depth knowledge on laser
safety issues, laser hazard assessment, and laser safety calculations. Lasers in use at NRAO include
Optical Fiber Communications Systems and employee exposure is rigorously monitored. The study of
Ergonomics aims to prevent musculoskeletal and soft tissue injuries by considering the relationship
between a person and the work environment. Prevention and diagnosis of ergonomic related injuries
relies on self-diagnosis and reporting. An ergonomic training program is important to enable affected
employees to identify causes of such injuries and take an active role in the remedy.
Developing an effective Export Management Compliance Program is an invaluable way the Observatory
can contribute to U.S. national security and non-proliferation priorities while protecting vital
observatory interests. U.S. export controls help protect our country by keeping goods and technologies
out of the hands of countries of concern, terrorists, and other persons who would use them against us.
Violations of export control law can adversely affect U.S. national security, foreign policy interests, and
U.S. business, and result in both criminal and administrative penalties.
In May 2012, NRAO completed its Export Management and Compliance Program Manual, and by the
end of 2012, key individuals identified at all NRAO sites received initial awareness and training of export
compliance procedures and processes implemented that would impact the way business was conducted.
The purpose of NRAO’s compliance manual is to ensure that: (1) the right export decisions are
consistently being made; (2) that employees know their export control responsibilities; (3) that the right
procedures are being followed; and (4) that the right questions are being asked to ensure that exports
are made in compliance with U.S. Export Administration Regulations and, therefore, consistent with the
best interests of the Observatory. Having a compliance program in place is not a guarantee that an
export violation will not occur, but it minimizes the risk of noncompliance, and is a map to consistent
export compliance.
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The major focus in FY 2013 with the implementation of the NRAO program manual were in the areas
of control over restricted items as it relates to visitor access (Section 4.0), and Denied Party Screening
(Section 8.0). Floor plan schematics for each NRAO site are being included in the manual to clearly
identify areas of control where visitors will not be allowed open access. The procedure will clearly state
that if a visitor should need access to controlled area(s), the visitor name and country of citizenship
must be forwarded to the Export Compliance Officer prior to visitor arrival. A determination must be
made if an export license is required, depending on the Export Control Classification Number (ECCN)
for the technology, equipment or software in question and the country to which a deemed export
would occur.
Additional verbiage was added for Denied Party Screening in Sections 8.6 and 8.7 to specifically identify
who is and is not a “visitor” for screening purposes. Considerable effort went into the re-wording of
original text to properly define visitors within the work and mission of NRAO and its various facilities.
Pending final approval from senior management, revisions to Sections 4.0 and 8.0 will be completed in
November 2013.
The Management Information Services division completed its annual software upgrades and maintenance
to assure that all J.D. Edwards programs are current and compliant. Chart of Accounts enhancements
were deferred. During FY 2013 AUI hired a new Controller, and in addition to becoming familiar with a
new organization, other projects were assigned that took precedence. The current system is functional
and the Controller, since promoted to Chief Financial Officer, will determine the next steps regarding
the Chart of Accounts.
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6.2 Human Resources
Diversity
NRAO made limited progress in FY 2013 improving minorities and gender diversity owing to reduced
budgets, sequestration, and the reduction in force associated with completion of ALMA construction.
Human Resources (HR) continued its focus on building a diverse pipeline through the Observatory’s
well-established student, post-doctoral, and fellowship programs that will enable an upward trend in
NRAO female and minority demographics. NRAO continued to build upon strong collaborations
established with institutions that provide access to the next generation of scientist and engineers.
Diversity Training: NRAO delivered diversity training at all sites, including cultural competence, EEO/AA,
generational differences, laws that affect diversity, identity abrasion, and the NRAO diversity plan. The
Diversity Advocate and the Employee Diversity Group Model established in FY 2012 was fully engaged
throughout FY 2013. The Employee Diversity Groups served as the voice and ears for the staff,
communicating to the Advocates the topics and events relevant for each site. Group meetings featured
speakers on a dedicated diversity topic, informal discussions on topics of interest within the group and
among employees, as well as quarterly sessions to which the entire workforce was invited.
Community Outreach
The successful NRAO collaboration with Howard University continued with an increase in the number
of summer interns. Scientific staff members Aaron Evans and Kartik Sheth remained the key leaders in
this collaboration in FY 2013. HR continued its support of the Howard University partnership, working
with AUI to secure funding for this program and the Building Bridges to Africa initiative. Kartik Sheth,
Adam Leroy, and Scott Ransom were co-investigators in more than one of the key Legacy projects with
the MeerKAT telescope. South Africa is a very young but fast growing astronomical community. NRAO
has a unique opportunity to help build a radio astronomy community in Africa. Not only does this effort
align within our broadening participation goal, there is also a huge benefit towards our work on
improving the participation of minorities in STEM fields in the U.S. The success of African students and a
vibrant exchange of students between Africa and the U.S. is one of the best models for improving
participation of minorities in STEM in the U.S. This initiative allows NRAO to engage with and build
relationships with faculty and students from South Africa (though initially primarily faculty). Building the
bridges to faculty is a necessary first step in the ultimate goal of sharing and mentoring M.S. and Ph.D.
students from the African continent and from under-represented groups in the U.S. starting in the next
two to three years. NRAO’s partnership continued with the Chemistry of the Universe (CCU) VA-NC
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP) Summer Research Program with the dedicated
involvement of Anthony Remijan. The LSAMP program is comprised of four institutions in Virginia and
four Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) in North Carolina. The Observatory’s
continued involvement in the LSAMP program is based on existing collaborations. NRAO sponsored
two minority students from HBCU in support of this program.
National Consortium in Astronomy for Creating Future STEM Leaders: This initiative was conceived and
developed during FY 2013 by NRAO with funding from AUI. The main purpose of the workshop held at
Howard University in FY 2013 was to discuss the creation of a national consortium of universities and
institutions to build a long lasting, sustainable pipeline for training future STEM leaders from underrepresented groups. The meeting was organized and led by Kartik Sheth, Paul Gueye of the National
Society of Black Physicists (NSBP) and Marcus Alfred, Howard University. The Consortium has
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developed action items that include establishing a MOU to strengthen the partnerships and to clearly
articulate the goals and mission of the group. Workshop participation exceeded expectations.
Communication Strategy
HR designed a new website that became the primary communication vehicle for diversity activities. The
site includes an active polling option that employees can use to make recommendations on future
training topics or diverse events/celebrations. The site includes a biographical summary for the diversity
advocates with contact information. A page has been dedicated to broader impact initiatives across the
Observatory, as well as a page that spotlights staff featured in the Diversity Careers publication. The
Diversity Plan, AUI Broadening Participation Plan, and other diversity-related documents are available on
the site. The networking of the employee diversity group is key to communicating diversity activities.
Diversity Review Panel: This initiative was conceived and developed FY 2013. A group of six outside
leaders with experience in the area of Diversity and Inclusion/Broadening Participation conducted an onsite review of diversity within the NRAO to ensure progress towards Observatory diversity goals. The
review was conducted in Charlottesville the week of 24 June 2013. NRAO received the Panel’s report
in late August and has incorporated its recommendations in its FY 2014 POP.
Employee Survey: NRAO conducted its periodic Employee Climate Survey in July, which was open to all
NRAO employees and staff on NRAO paid appointments from other institutions. The survey was
designed to obtain feedback on morale, engagement, and management communications. It differed from
the 2010 Employee Survey by excluding questions on compensation and benefits. A separate survey on
compensation and benefits is planned for 2014 to allow for one full year of experience in the High
Deductible Health Care Plan. The survey results were delivered to NRAO management in September.
Results will be communicated to staff in Q1 FY 2014.
Partnerships
The NRAO continued it effort to establish and develop effective partnerships with HBCUs and Minority
Serving Institutions (MSIs) as opportunities arose. The Howard University collaboration model is being
used as a road map for future endeavors. The CCU/LSAMP program also serves as an efficient conduit
of serving underrepresented groups as the partnerships and alliances have been formed. Although
funding limitations prohibited the initiation of a new collaboration in FY 2013, NRAO obtained fruitful
contacts for possible future collaborations through the National Consortium in Astronomy for Creating
Future STEM Leaders described above.
Recruitment & Hiring
HR enhanced its recruitment policies to ensure that search committees and candidate pools for all
vacancies include a cross section of available talent. A comprehensive recruitment guide outlines the
criteria for search committee makeup and processes that ensure that diverse sourcing and review were
implemented. The diverse sourcing matrix continues to be updated and provides recommendations that
are communicated to hiring managers.
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Staffing
Managing staffing levels following the 2012 reduction-in-force and assisting site Assistant Directors in
preparing for future uncertainties in NSF funding was one of HR’s top staffing priorities in FY 2013. HR
successfully managed the staff reductions related to the ramp down in ALMA construction through FY
2013. NRAO was also successful in retaining diverse workers impacted by the reduction-in-force.
Compensation
An assessment of the NRAO management structure was completed to ensure proper alignment of job
titles and grades with NRAO organizational needs and that they are appropriately benchmarked to peer
organizations. A performance-based incentive program was completed for top AUI and NRAO
management.
Two major compensation initiatives were completed in FY 2013: (1) HR received the information
necessary to complete updated job descriptions for all NRAO jobs; and (2) HR secured and began
implementation of an electronic Performance Evaluation Process.
Benefits
HR supported the successful implementation of the revised AUI/NRAO Retiree Medical Plan and new
AUI/NRAO Health Savings Account/High Deductible Health Care Plan (HSA/HDHP Plan), both effective
1 January 2013, along with the communication/employee education process that ensured employees
were fully informed of their medical coverage options. Special effort was made during Q2, Q3, and Q4
to assist employees who selected the HSA/HDHP Plan in effectively utilizing the plan.
HR worked with MIS on the J.D. Edwards upgrade to ensure employee benefits were recorded and
calculated properly for all employees in the system.
Employee Relations
HR completed an assessment of the NRAO Ombudsman Program and provided mandatory professional
ombudsman training to all NRAO ombuds volunteers. An ombudsman selection process was updated to
provide a fair, open and effective selection of volunteers. Each volunteer now serves a defined term so
that other employees will have an opportunity to volunteer.
Training and Development
HR developed and implemented management training programs that include: new hire orientation, new
supervisor/manager, sexual harassment, bullying, PEP, etc. The first training program was launched in
Q2. Subsequent training programs planned for fall 2013 were delayed due to the October federal
government shutdown.
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6.3 Computing and Information Systems
Computing and Information Systems (CIS) oversees operational Information Technology (IT) and
standard computer support needs for all NRAO sites. During FY 2013, DMS consolidated all Scientific
Software development and aligned the site-based Cyber Infrastructure – e.g. compute clusters and
science data archive – into one organization. CIS staff are matrixed into Scientific Information Systems
(SIS) under DMS to ensure efficient and seamless support for staff, telescopes, and the community.
CIS will continue to provide planning, policy, standards – for software, hardware, and system
administration – computer security, allocation of the shared central computing budget, web services,
staff computer orientation, inter-site computing-related travel, procurements, and maintenance
contracts. CIS also manages the telecommunications infrastructure – voice, video, data and mobile –
within the Observatory. In addition, CIS covers the cost of upgrading Computing Infrastructure for
desktop and servers, as well as printers and storage systems.
With the re-alignment of Data Management, SIS carries the budget and staff to support the Science Data
Archive, High Performance Computing resources, high throughput networking and support for science
software delivery. CIS/SIS resources play a key role in multiple observer facing services and support the
storage and computing needs of the VLA, North American ALMA Archive, GBT, and VLBA as well as
the hosting and support of the observer Helpdesk, discussion forum, and multiple other on-line services.
The following sections outline the activities coordinated by CIS to ensure an optimum computing,
storage, and communications environment for staff and users of NRAO telescopes as well as providing
flexible support for an active research and development program.
Computing Standards and Policy
To provide a uniform structure in which to carry out our mission, CIS continues to initiate, develop and
enforce standards, policies, and conventions designed to optimize uniformity between sites, while
enabling the diversity and agility needed within an active research environment. Policies addressing
computer use, major software procurements, and computer access were updated during FY 2013 with
particular focus on collaborations, mobile platforms, and export compliance, including implementation of
a denied party screening process for visitors.
Standards include supported computer hardware configurations and application software suites on
server and desktop platforms. Implementation of the scalable architectures continues to grow in
importance for key areas such as Archive (NGAS), Cluster Computing Scheduler (Torque+Maui/Moab),
Parallel Filesystems (Lustre) and Web Application Development/Content Management Systems (Python,
Plone). This is in addition to the more basic needs for maintaining standards for software, servers,
desktops, laptops, smart-phones and printers. During the DMS reorganization the position of High
Performance Computing (HPC) Architect was created and filled by the NM Computing Division head to
better coordinate the interface of NRAO with the HPC community, as well as ensuring good in-house
cooperation for key initiatives such as the parallelization of CASA.
The evolution of web-based applications platforms, Software as a Service, mobile devices, and
distributed computing/storage continue to require constant vigilance and leadership from CIS as more
users adopt these technologies to facilitate external collaboration and shared research. A major longterm commitment exists in Observatory-wide alignment for archive access with particular reference to
data processing driven by DMS.
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CIS supervises the maintenance of all computer equipment and commercial software Observatory-wide
and manages a budget to provide and support these services for audit compliance and supportability.
This role has shifted to integrate the NRAO portion of ALMA via the NAASC and to be cognizant of
the challenges imposed by the close collaboration with a global organization (JAO) with divergent
standards, policies, and support expectations (e.g. licensing and maintaining software outside of the U.S.).
Good synergy has been achieved on moving to multiple international software licenses and shared high
capacity network links in order to better serve the staff and community. The sites and associated major
services (Green Bank, New Mexico, NAASC) each have a computing support responsibility under CIS in
Observatory Administrative Services, and SIS in DMS, coordinating the activities of the computing
divisions through the Common Computing Environment (CCE).
Common Computing Environments
The CCE coordinates and prioritizes NRAO-wide computing projects and initiatives between the sites,
facilitated by the annual system-administrators meeting and attendance of select computing and security
conferences. A major achievement in FY 2013 was the work to improve the central management of
systems and patches for both Windows (System Center) and Macintosh (Munki) platforms. Other key
endeavors were to improve user training and the quality of user support documentation through the
new web based Information Services Computing Guide released during FY 2013.
NRAO has transitioned all new Microsoft builds to Windows 7 by leveraging System Center, along with
the increased use of system virtualization to reduce server space and power footprint, especially for the
consolidation of development systems. CIS has capitalized upon the implementation of System Center to
streamline the management of patches and applications with specific focus on the move to the new
Endpoint Protection for malware defense, particularly web-based. In addition, the implementation of 64bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 6 has been addressed and is now the standard for new systems, as
allowed by legacy software constraints.
The experience gained from the shift to site centralized HPC solutions for both storage and computing
will be shared throughout the Observatory through DMS and deployed within the standard CCE
framework.
Communications Services (data, voice, video and collaboration)
The final fiber segment build for the 10 Gigabit/sec link to the Green Bank site was completed in April
2013, and the delayed WV state purchase was executed in September 2013. It is expected that Q1 FY
2014 will see the delivery of secure, transparent, and reliable access at this revolutionary speed.
During ALMA Cycle 1, and in preparation for Cycle 2, NRAO has partnered with NOAO/AURA to
share a network link from Santiago, Chile to the U.S. to allow ALMA science data products to be
transferred in real-time rather than by media shipment, as initially planned. The replication of ALMA
Cycle 1 data will continue with improvements in the link throughput from the current ~1 TBytes/day,
growing as needed up to 5 TBytes/day for Cycle 2 in cooperation with AmPath and REUNA.
Finally, as the importance of international partnerships and the cost of travel continue to increase, it is
appropriate that NRAO maintain a viable tele-presence infrastructure to better serve our staff and user
community. Five HD video conference systems were installed in FY 2013, replacing end-of-life systems,
including major upgrades for each of the three auditoria to improve collaboration and
science/engineering communications.
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Data Management: Scientific Information Services (Storage, HPC and Data Delivery)
The alignment of SIS to focus on reliable storage, HPC, and the prompt delivery of Science Data has
allowed for clear delineation of complementary support responsibilities with CIS. The support of the
growing archive, network communications, and HPC capacity is executed in close cooperation with the
individual telescope operations and observer supporting initiatives and increasing instrument capabilities.
Information Services staff will support the production systems that ensure timely delivery of the data
products to observers by appropriate means; usually over the network, but by physical media when
needed. Several initiatives are underway to improve access and user experience, e.g., by consolidating
the separate account databases hosted by NRAO and enabling account association and single sign-on
with ALMA.
During FY 2013 multiple Archive and HPC systems were added, most notably those needed to close out
the EVLA construction project. Multiple critical weather events in FY 2013 revealed vulnerabilities in the
utility power to multiple sites, and backup generators are now being considered to mitigate this risk.
Information Infrastructure (Web Services)
During FY 2013 Web Services within CIS successfully upgraded the NRAO Observatory-wide Science
Helpdesk purchased from Kayako to V4, and will proceed to merge this and the ALMA-wide support
solutions in FY 2014 as a result of this alignment. The evaluation of web-based solutions for multiple
services continues with prudent decisions being made between in-house development and commercial
solution. One such service is the internal NRAO meeting room reservation system that will be replaced
with a commercial solution that integrates a modern web interface and e-mail plugin. During FY 2013
Information Infrastructure was integrated into DMS, and will be reported there moving forward.
Computing Security
Following on the successful introduction of the Securing The Human web-based training for staff, the
NRAO participated in the NSF Sponsored 2013 Cyber Security Summit which emphasized the balance
between enabling access and protecting sensitive infrastructure. NRAO will continue to shift to a risk
management strategy in which the users of the Observatory computing resources are educated and
engaged in the mitigation of cyber-attacks. These increasingly depend on social engineered vulnerabilities
with risks mitigated through a manifold of prompt patch management, user education and training,
bulletins and proactive engagement with auditors. The major delivery vector identified is malicious web
content, rather than e-mail, and the successful upgrade of our end-point protection software has
allowed for improved layered defense. To mitigate the risk of malicious content embedded in web
traffic, The Bro Network Security Monitor will be evaluated for cost-benefit and the additional links
from Green Bank and Chile have motivated a strategic review of our access policy and security
architecture.
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7 DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
7.1 Education and Public Outreach
FY 2013 was an extremely productive year for NRAO’s EPO program. The department completed its
planned milestones on schedule, expanded its staffing to its full planned complement, and executed a
number of high-impact projects.
News & Public Information
Informing and inspiring the public about the advances in understanding that their NRAO-directed tax
dollars are enabling is an important and unique mission for the Observatory’s EPO team.
The internet is the primary means by which NRAO directly communicates to its national audience. In FY
2013 the Observatory unveiled a new public website at https://public.nrao.edu. This site features a clean,
clear, contemporary ‘app-like’ design (meant to work well on tablets as well as computers) and uses a
modern content management system to enable easy, rapid content modification by EPO staff regardless
of geographic location. New content elements of the site include a virtual tour of NRAO’s Green Bank
facility (added to pre-existing tours of ALMA and the VLA), a 700-element media gallery, and an
improved “contact us” facility that enables topical questions to be routed to the correct EPO staff
member for processing.
Expanding the audience for our web-based offerings is an important corollary to developing them. One
of the drivers of website visitations, in addition to being inherently valuable means to communication in
its own right, is social media. Engaging a national audience via social media is important. During FY 2013
the NRAO audience on Facebook continued to expand, from 6,257 to 22,527, with our Twitter
following enjoying more modest, yet steady, growth.
Internet search engines are major drivers for web visits. A requirement to use the https secure web
protocol inhibits automated web crawlers (i.e., Google) from finding and indexing our new web content.
To compensate for this necessary constraint, EPO is expanding the use of Google Plus (Google’s answer
to Facebook); NRAO web pages mentioned there get immediately indexed into Google search offerings.
In addition to communicating directly to the public, NRAO communicates indirectly via ‘natural
amplifiers’ in the print, broadcast, and online media, leveraging audiences developed at great effort by
others. During FY 2013, EPO:







Engaged the National Educational Television Association (NETA) to distribute the ALMA
documentary completed by EPO in 2012, Into Deepest Space: The Birth of the ALMA Observatory,
via satellite uplink to PBS stations nationwide. Aware that some PBS stations had missed the
initial uplink, EPO conducted a direct-mail promotional campaign to all 157+ PBS stations and
arranged for a second uplink opportunity. The program was accessed over 600 times by PBS
stations during these opportunities, indicating strong interest.
Hired a new Public Information Officer for ALMA and GBT.
Increased the quantity and range of press releases and media announcements. EPO tracks press
release counts by calendar year. As of 30 October 2013, NRAO had issued 28 press releases,
versus 15 in 2012; five media announcements in 2013 versus four in 2012; and two Tip Sheets in
2013 versus none before.
Created rich media content to accompany news releases, including videos, illustrations, and
animations.
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Produced several public image releases from the VLA, including the Hercules A galaxy – a
project that entailed EPO securing observing time on HST to observe the field in the optical –
and the W50 supernova remnant – a project that entailed collaboration with the US Fish &
Wildlife Service on naming the object the ‘Manatee Nebula,’ a bit of whimsy that landed the
image on the front page of the New York Times’ Science Times section.
Expanded the reach of NRAO news by:
o Engaging a full-service media support service to expand our linkages to the national and
international news media. This enhances our capabilities in media monitoring, media list
development, and press release dissemination. It thoroughly tracks press mentions
(electronically and in print) of NRAO and its telescopes, and allows NRAO to create
media lists tailored to specific topics, such as engineering, associations and non-profits,
technology, education, and entertainment.
o Creating a dedicated list of 300+ science reporters who receive our releases directly.
o Creating a new ‘Tip Sheet’ product, a bundle of smaller stories of potential interest to
bloggers and others interested in smaller ‘tidbits’ of NRAO news.
Contributed in a variety of ways, and in coordination with the NSF Office of Legislative and
Public Affairs, to the ALMA Inauguration in March
o Escorted a dozen North American journalists to the Inauguration event in Chile, which
included special press events and tours, and special opportunities to meet with NSF and
NRAO officials.
o Provided a script read by an American and Canadian astronauts aboard the International
Space Station in a video shown during the inauguration ceremony.
o Created print publications and a video disc for Inauguration dignitaries.
Welcomed and escorted multiple media visits to ALMA, Green Bank, and the VLA, including
CBS News 60 Minutes and National Geographic.
Delivered major science stories to Space Telescope Science Institute for display on their
ViewSpace network of astronomy displays in museums, planetariums, observatories, visitor
centers, nature centers and libraries.

STEM Education
Contributing to the inspiration and education of science, technology, education, math (STEM) learners of
all ages, and to the appeal of STEM careers to students, is EPO’s other primary mission.
Traditionally, NRAO STEM activities have centered on providing direct access to radio telescopes and
associated technology and data to students and teachers, as well as educational exhibits and tours to
learners who visit our Green Bank and VLA facilities. Those efforts continue. In FY 2013, NRAO
embarked on a new strand of STEM education endeavor, recruiting and hiring a STEM Education
Development Officer, a position funded with AUI corporate funds. This new position will be seeking
opportunities for national STEM impact through such means as K-16 curriculum, citizen science projects,
and geographically dispersed student science projects. New projects should be defined and underway,
subject to funding, in FY 2014.
NRAO continued to operate the Green Bank Science Center and the VLA Visitor Center, both of
which have recently enjoyed upgrades and exhibit repairs, and offer tours for local students and visitors
from afar, as well as a rich schedule of events for our host communities. Specific improvements to the
visitor center offerings in FY 2013 included:



Upgrading the Green Bank Science Center’s computer lab with new computers.
Continuing the repair of disabled Green Bank Science Center exhibits.
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Producing a new high-definition interpretive film for the VLA Visitor Center, Beyond the Visible:
The Story of the Very Large Array. The 24-minute production, narrated by actress Jodie Foster,
explores the synergies of technology and human curiosity that power the VLA and depicts many
of the people whose diverse, behind-the-scenes STEM careers enable the VLA to be a cuttingedge resource for astronomers and humanity worldwide. The VLA Visitor Center auditorium
was upgraded with a new, solid state digital HD video player to enable presentation of the new
video.
Received grant funding from the WV state tourism agency to promote visits to Green Bank.
Installed a series of colorful outdoor walking tour signs at the VLA.
Contributed to the completion and interpretation of the new Bracewell Radio Sundial at the
VLA.
Improved public accessibility to the VLA via improved highway signage along US Highway 60.

NRAO continued to offer an Overnight Educational Field Trip program in Green Bank for schools,
universities, and scouts, featuring student-conducted research using the 40ft telescope. Available slots
for this program are essentially fully subscribed. Green Bank EPO also welcomed a wide range of groups
for multi-day educational events. Several public events were also staged during the year.
EPO also began development of the Skynet Jr. Scholars program, an educational research experience
that will connect rural 4H Clubs nationwide with the newly renovated and automated-for-remotecontrol Green Bank 20m telescope. This will enable students to observe celestial objects both in the
radio and in the optical, using optical telescopes that are part of the Skynet network operated by UNC
Chapel Hill. This program is a collaboration among NRAO, 4H, UNC Chapel Hill, and The University of
Chicago Yerkes Observatory. The 20m telescope had an L-Band receiver installed during FY 2013,
enabling HI spectroscopy.
Our NM-based education officer provided a variety of educational presentations to NM schools and
community organizations during FY 2013.
Improving teachers’ ability to teach in STEM areas is important. NRAO offers astronomy teaching
resources (and training in their use), including use of StarLab portable planetariums, in NM and WV. We
also provided professional development opportunities for teachers through the Chautauqua short
course program, in NM and WV.
Enrolling undergraduate students as presenters to K-12 classrooms and civic organizations is the
objective of the new Space Public Outreach Team (SPOT) program inaugurated via NASA Space Grant
funding in West Virginia. An initial cohort of presenters will be trained in early FY 2014, with first
presentations anticipated in late fall or early winter.
A promising area of non-traditional STEM learning is in the form of educational gaming. EPO has
commissioned and is collaborating with an external educational game developer on the creation of an
online ALMA Operations game, in which players will make decisions about how to optimize the mix of
activities at an astronomical observatory to maximize its science output.
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7.2 Communications
The NRAO presence at the winter American Astronomical Society (AAS) meeting – 6-10 January 2013,
Long Beach, CA – included an NRAO Town Hall, NRAO and AUI exhibits, an ALMA Special Session
(Cosmic Dawns: ALMA Early Science Commences), an NRAO CASA Tutorial (Processing ALMA and VLA Data
with CASA), as well as sponsorship and participation in the undergraduate orientation and public outreach
events. The NRAO presence at the summer AAS meeting – 2-6 June 2013, Indianapolis, IN – included
an invited plenary session by Director Tony Beasley, The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array: A
New Window on the Universe. The summer meeting also included NRAO and AUI exhibits, a Splinter
Session (Proposal and Observing Preparation with NRAO Telescopes), as well as sponsorship and
participation in the undergraduate orientation and public outreach events. Proposals for an NRAO
Town Hall and an ALMA Special Session for the January 2014 AAS meeting at National Harbor, MD
were submitted and accepted. NRAO and AUI will also participate as exhibitors and sponsors of the
undergraduate reception and orientation.
Two science symposia were proposed, peer-reviewed, and accepted for the 2014 Annual Meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science – 13-17 February 2014, Chicago – with speakers
from across the astronomy community: (1) From Dust and Gas to Disks and Planets (180 minutes, 6
speakers); and (2) New Millimeter-Wavelength Insights into Galaxy Evolution in the Early Universe (90 minutes,
3 speakers).
The Communications Office (COM) continued to edit and publish the monthly NRAO electronic
newsletter, eNews, each issue of which was distributed to ~ 8,000 persons around the world. COM
published a 2012 NRAO Annual Report and managed the high-level content at the NRAO science
website (http://science.nrao.edu) and the NRAO Intranet (http://inside.nrao.edu). The 2013 NRAO Research
Facilities brochure was published in January 2013.
COM and CIS collaborated on the NRAO exhibit at the International Conference for High Performance
Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis conference – 10-16 November 2012, Salt Lake City, UT
– an annual gathering of 10,000+ scientists, engineers, software developers, CIOs, and IT administrators
from universities, industry, and government agencies.
COM worked with Director’s Office and staff across the Observatory to prepare NRAO reports,
briefings, and support materials for NSF and for the 2013 Users Committee. COM collaborated with
Director’s Office and the management team to improve internal communications across the
Observatory.

7.3

Spectrum Management

Domestic spectrum management issues
TV UHF band repacking: The Observatory filed comments with the FCC regarding repacking of the UHF
TV broadcast bands, an attempt by the FCC to liberate spectrum below 800 MHz for use by broadband
mobile wireless. Incumbent TV stations are being encouraged to share or give up their channels in
exchange for compensation from income derived from a future auction of the freed spectrum. This will
affect the radio astronomy continuum observing band in channel 37 at 608 – 614 MHz, but not in any
way that is obvious at the end of 2013. The band could be moved, shared, eliminated, or made useless
by the physical encroachment of cell phone use and infrastructure operating in nearby bands. NRAO
noted that other allocations at 327 MHz and 1420 MHz constrain the range over which the 608-614
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MHz band might usefully be moved and noted the substantial cost of modifying the 10 existing VLBA
receivers. The VLA is not foreseen to operate at 500-1000 MHz owing to the design of its optics.
Iridium: The Iridium mobile-satellite (satellite phone) operator has caused interference into the 1610.61613.8 MHz protected radio astronomy band since its inception in the late 1990’s. Iridium is about to
launch a new generation of satellites that will operate at somewhat lower frequencies closer to the
upper edge of the radio astronomy band and has indicated that it expects to generate harmful
interference to radio astronomy despite having taken precautionary measures in the design of its new
spacecraft. Iridium suggested a schedule-based coordination process that would provide limited
interference-free use of the band for radio astronomy upon 3-day advance notice, and so with a
substantial impact on NRAO’s current practice of dynamically scheduling its observing to make optimal
use of prevailing weather conditions.
International spectrum management activities
Several agenda Items to be considered at the 2015 World Radio Conference (WRC-15) have a bearing
on radio astronomy operations. Via ITU-R Working Party 7D (astronomy) and IUCAF, the NRAO
spectrum manager has attended and provided input documents for meetings in Geneva dealing with AI
1.18 (a new allocation to vehicular radar, to fill in the remaining portions of the 76-81 GHz band not yet
allocated to radar) and another larger group that is trying to identify global allocations to mobile
wireless (i.e., similar to the UHF TV band repacking noted above).
Meetings attended








November 2012, JTG4-5-6-7 (Geneva), dealing with mobile broadband allocations
April 2013, CRAF (Zurich), the pan-European frequency-coordination analog of CORF
April 2013, WP 7D (Geneva), the regular radio astronomy group
May 2013, National Spectrum Manager’s Association (Washington)
May 2013, CORF (Washington), the US National Academy’s frequency coordination group
September 2013, WP 7D (Geneva), along with its immediate parent body, Study Group 7 (SG7)
September 2013, BPIM (Geneva), meeting on the future of the international time system (leapsecond)
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APPENDIX A: MAJOR MILESTONES COMPLETION MATRIX

Milestone

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Observatory Science Operations
1

2

3

Observatory Time Allocation
PST will be updated to support the observing modes for 2
Calls for Proposals (for 2013B and 2014A)
The final revisions and restructuring of the PHT will be
complete, to include LST pressure plotting for the VLBA in
time for the 2013B TAC and will be updated for 2014A
TAC

Plan of work specifying procedure for joint ALMA NRAO
NA proposal and scheduling activities complete

Completed

Completed

Not completed

This goal was not realized as a result of
unforeseen delays in the ALMA cycle 1 call for
proposals, which slipped to Q1 in FY 2014
whereas the proposal process for NRAO
North American facilities (semester 2014A)
will be completed in Q1 FY 2014. This goal
will be revisited in FY 2014.

Scientific User Services
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Helpdesk/User Forums
Upgrade to ensure transfer of tickets and knowledgebase
articles from Kayako v3.0 into Kayako v4.0 complete
Dedicated pipeline department setup in NRAO helpdesk
system and new Kayako v4.0 deployed to international
ALMA community
User Documentation
Update of 'CASAguides' for 6th CASA Release
All relevant OPT documentation converted to PLONE
Final conversion of GBT relevant user documentation into
PLONE
Update of 'casaguides' for 7th CASA release
Data Processing
Automated calibration of standard VLA observations
completed
Access by external user for initial version of VLA pipeline
reprocessing
Deployment of ALMA pipeline for reduction of Cycle 1
data products

13

Final version of VLA pipeline reprocessing via AAT in place

14

Final version of the cluster scheduling system deployed

15

16
17

18
19

Science Software Development (CASA)
CASA upgrade 4.0: migration of Python Binding
infrastructure, support for ALMA and EVLA Low
Frequency Polarization, focus on system performance and
parallelization
CASA Upgrade 4.1: robustness and usability of parallel
code, imaging infrastructure cleanup for usability and
flexibility, pipeline integration
First draft CASA cookbook for combining GBT and VLA
spectral lines and continuum data complete
ObsPrep Software
OPT release will include capabilities, resource set-ups, and
documentation ready for VLA Full Science Operations
SCHED release ready for VLBA dual-RDBE 8-channel
configuration

Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Not completed

This milestone was written under the
assumption that it would go into the existing
AAT, which has caused us to be able to not
deliver this milestone at all, however it will be
an early deliverable of the "new" archive
system.

Completed

Completed

Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

Data Access Software
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Milestone

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

20

ASA query and retrieval tool deployed

Completed

21

Applications Software: Splatalogue
New line lists sent to the ALMA OT and CSAS

Completed

22

User interfaces within the OPT and GBTIDL completed

Completed

23

New spectral line visualization and modeling tool released

Completed

24
25
26

Software Research & Development
Resolve the outstanding numerical issues in the combined
MS-MFS and Wide-band A-Projection algorithm
Implement the algorithm in the test CASA code branch,
with parallelization
Develop and formalize algorithm development plan

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Completed
Completed
Not completed

Development and implementation of new plan
was delayed to FY 2014 by slower than
expected ramp up of SSR SUS. Relevant staff
continue to work from existing priorities.

Data Management (See CIS)
Observatory Telescope Operations

29

ALMA Construction
Complete AAER
Complete AOS power and fiber optic connections to
antenna stations
Deliver nutator unit 1

30

Deliver nutator units 2-5

31

Complete OPT acceptances

32

Deliver Band 10 WCAs to OSF

Completed

33

Deliver Band 10 WCAs to OSF

Completed

34

Deliver FE test set

Completed

35

Deliver FEHV unit 1 to OSF

Delayed (Q2)

36

Deliver FEHV units 2-4 to OSF

Delayed(Q2)

37

Deliver BE AA Test Stand

27
28

Completed
Delayed (Q2)
Completed
Completed
Delayed (Q4)

40
41

All WBS project accounts closed

Completed

42

Documents complete and archived

Completed

43

Project successes documented

Completed

44

Project lessons learned documented

Completed

45

Construction report complete

Completed

46

Final cryogenic system installed on antennas

Completed

47

Final X-Band receiver installed on antennas

Completed

48

Final Ku-Band receiver installed on antennas

Completed

49

Computing hardware purchased

Completed

50

VLA Commissioning and Support
Support semester 2012B Early Science observing

Completed

39

51

Procurement delayed by engineering issue
(weight & balance); PO in process; final
delivery in Q4 FY 2014.

Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed

53

Complete commissioning of capabilities offered for 2013A
Begin full operations (capabilities offered for FY 2012 Q4
CfP)
Define and document capabilities for semester 2013B CfP

54

Support semester 2013B CfP

Completed

55

Complete commissioning of capabilities offered for 2013B

Completed

56

Support semester 2013B observing

Completed

52

Awaiting delivery of Final Drawings and
Operations Manual (Q1 FY 2014).

Completed

EVLA Construction
All hardware delivered and under NM Ops purview
All construction equipment and space transferred to NM
Ops
Risk Plan closed out

38

Construction delayed by Low Voltage cable
rework; complete in Q2 FY 2014.

Completed

Completed
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Milestone

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

57

Define and document capabilities for semester 2014A CfP

Completed

58

Support semester 2014A CfP

Completed

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

VLA Modifications/Upgrade Projects
59

VLA Prototype Replacement ACU Milestones
Critical Design Review prior to installation in antenna

Completed

60

Install hardware system into a lab prototype

Completed

61

Integrate full software system

Completed

62

Testing, fine tuning, and operational evaluation complete

Completed

63

Completed

64

Install a fully functional system in an antenna
VLBA
Infrastructure
Modifications/Upgrade
Projects
Narrow-bandwidth modes verified

65

Transition of legacy proposals to DDC completed

66

Second RDBE & network switch installed at all stations

Completed

67

Scientific VLBI observations started in a subset of modes

Completed

Completed
Delayed

Delayed due to concerns from PIs of longterm projects using the legacy system. Will be
carried forward in the FY 2014 POP.

GBT Modifications/Upgrades Projects
Digital Servo Replacement
68

Control kernel delivered into integration test lab

Not completed

69

Integration tests complete

Not completed

70

GBT Acceptance tests complete

Not completed

71

GBT Axle encoders installed

Not completed

72

Multi-color Tipper
Complete mitigation efforts

Completed

73

Initial characterization of instrument

Completed

74

Regular weather information available to observers

75

GBT Sub-reflector Actuator Replacement
Actuator replacements complete

76

Updated focus tracking model

Not completed

As a result of losing the primary development
resource and subsequently moving the project
to a low‐priority internal project, the POP
schedule is no longer applicable. Work is
accomplished as resources are available.

RFI mitigation on the instrument proved
difficult. This, combined with losses of
resources for GBT operations has delayed
final delivery of Tipper data to users until early
in FY 2014 (one quarter late).

Completed
Not completed

Delays in delivery of components by the
outside contractor resulted in this milestone
not being met until early in FY 2014 (two
months late).

20m Telescope Modification/Upgrade Projects
77

RadioSkynet
L-Band receiver installed on 20m

78

Telescope refurbishment complete

Completed

79

Skynet science reaches ‘operational phase’

Completed

Completed

Observatory Development Programs
Central Development Laboratory
80

Low Noise Amplifiers
Test 68-90 GHz LNA using cryo3 devices

Completed

81

Test 33-50 GHz LNA using cryo3 devices

Completed

82

Test 75-120 GHz LNA using cryo3 devices

Completed

83

Resolve issue of “gate-induced noise” in CMOS devices

Completed

84

Compare SiGe HBT LNAs to InP HFET LNAs

Completed

85

Measure 35nm MMIC LNAs from APRA-3 wafer

Completed
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Milestone

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

86

Millimeter/Sub-Millimeter Detectors
Measure 375-500 GHz balanced mixer

Completed

87

Measure band 6 balanced mixer (Nb/AlOx/Nb junction)

Completed

88

Measured band 6 mixer with Nb/AlN/Nb junction

Ongoing

89

Develop and test Nb/Al-AlN/NbTiN SIS junctions

Ongoing

90

Optics and Electromagnetic Components
Test 33-50 GHz turnstile junction OMT

Completed

91

Test 67-90 GHz turnstile junction OMT

Ongoing

92

Develop corrugated horn with 3:1 useful bandwidth

93

Develop optimized spline feed horn for 900 GHz

94

Phased Array Feeds
Fiber installations complete

Completed

95

Control software complete

Completed

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Delayed due to equipment failure but a batch
of Nb/Al-AlN/Nb Band 6 mixer chips is
currently in fabrication. This work will
continue in Q1 FY 2014.
Nb/Al-AlN/Nb junctions have been produced
–Development of Nb/Al-AlN/NbTiN junctions
continues in next FY. This work is on course.

OMT meets the design requirements with
WR-10 calibration. More refined
measurements will be done with WR-12
calibration in Q1 FY 2014.

Completed
Ongoing

96

New BYU signal processor received and tested

Delayed

97

Current PAF tested on GBT

Delayed

98

Fabrication of lower-noise LNAs complete

Delayed

99

Dipoles and spacing for next-gen PAF optimized for GBT

Ongoing

100

Develop parametric model of dipole PAF

Ongoing

Work is delayed due to conflicting priorities
of other projects.

The BYU processor is not needed in a strict
sense for main goals of present PAF work, and
attempts were unsuccessful to fit the BYU
processor into our 2013 plans due to
scheduling difficulties on the NRAO and the
BYU side. Will wait until first demonstration
on the GBT before deciding if additional
testing would be useful
Delays in testing from low-noise amplifier
failures and reliability and one more attempt is
underway. Redesign and replacement of
amplifiers scheduled for 2014.
Delayed from prioritization to demonstrate
prediction of PAF behavior and to form beams
on the sky. Existing amplifiers used for that,
cryogenic failures and oscillations require
redesign which will begin in FY 2014 to use a
different transistor.

Next Generation Receivers
101

Cryogenic measurement of S-band triangular digital OMT

Delayed

102

Snapshot noise spectra though unformatted digital fiberoptic link

Completed

103

Measure W-band LO distributor

104

Measure flexible thermal transition

Completed

105

Measure 67-93 GHz IQ downconverter module

Completed

106

Develop 100-1000 GHz wideband triple-ridged feed horn

107

PAPER/HERA
Ship first 25 elements of upgrade

Completed

108

Ship second 25 elements of upgrade

Completed

Delayed

Delayed

Delayed due to issues with the test horn
required and the CASPER development
environment. Work will continue in Q1
FY 2014.
Delayed by an oscillation problem with the
current package. Will address it in Q1
FY 2014.

NIST has been very slow to carry out this
contract, and is further delayed by the recent
Government furlough.
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Milestone
109

Ship third 25 elements of upgrade

110

Deployment of 128-element array in South Africa

111

Complete straw man design of the next HERA instrument

112
113

DARE
Develop calibration technique using temperature
dependent models of the front-end
Refinements to the antenna and front-end electronics for
the spacecraft

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Completed
Ongoing

Instrumentation shipped to South Africa –
PAPER team to deploy in late 2013.

Completed
Completed
Completed

ALMA Development
114

Band 5 Local Oscillator
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

115

Band 5 pre-production LO built and test complete

Completed

116

Frequency doublers procurement and test complete

Completed

117

Completed

119

Integration and test with Band 5 cold cartridge complete
Band 5 LO Critical Design & Manufacturing Readiness
Review
Production start

120

First 33 WCAs and 16 multiplier delivered

121

2nd Generation Receiver for ALMA Band 6
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

122

Preliminary definition of instrument requirements

Completed

123

Intermediate performance review

Completed

124

Technical specifications established

Completed

125

Conceptual design complete

Completed

126

Final report

Completed

127

Design Study for Production of Band 2 Cartridges
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

128

Draft specifications and ICD

Completed

129

MMIC LNA delivered to ARO

Completed

130

MIC LNA delivered to ARO

Completed

131

Band 2 OMT and horn demonstrated

132

Modifications to 12m receiver inserts complete

Completed

133

Intermediate performance review

Completed

134

Optics report complete

135

Prototype Band 2 downconverter complete

136

ARO 12m observations using prototype LNAs complete

Completed

137

Band 2 Science Workshop

Completed

138

Final report

Completed

139

mm/submm VLBI with ALMA
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

140

Intermediate performance review

Completed

141

Final definition of instrument concept requirements

Completed

142

Final report

Completed

143

Increase the ALMA Data Rate
"Kick-off” meeting

Cancelled

144

Intermediate performance review

Cancelled

145

Final definition of instrument concept requirements

Cancelled

146

Final report

Cancelled

147

Ultra-Wideband Quantum Limited Amplifiers
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

118

Completed
Completed
Ongoing

Delayed

Delayed

Final Delivery scheduled for Q3 2014

Full testing of the optics will conclude
Q4 2013

Full testing of the optics will conclude
Q4 2013

Completed

Final Report submitted with partial optics
results.
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Milestone

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

148

Intermediate performance review

149

Final definition of instrument concept requirements

Completed

150

Final report

Completed

151

Unleashing Large Dataset Science
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

152

Intermediate performance review

Completed

153

Final definition of instrument concept requirements

Completed

154

Final report

Completed

155

A Visualization Portal for ALMA Data
“Kick-off” meeting

Completed

156

Intermediate performance review

Completed

157

Final definition of instrument concept requirements

Completed

158

Final report

Completed

159

ALMA Band 1 Receiver Development Study
Science & functional requirements definition

Completed

160

Completed

Completed

162

Technical specifications
Technical description of the Band 1 receiver and major
subcomponents
Proposed production cost estimate

163

Proposed production schedule

Completed

164

Final report

Completed

161

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Completed

Completed

VLA Development
165

VLA Low-Frequency Receivers
First observations using 16 receivers with low-band

Completed

166

18 functional receivers installed

Completed

167

24 functional receivers installed

Completed

168

Complete array performance memo

Completed

171

Prototype Low-Band Feed Development
Finish building and testing new designs
Selection of the best design and PDR for its deployment (if
any of the new designs prove acceptable)
Install final design on an antenna

172

CDR for new feed

169
170

Completed
Completed
Completed
On going

Testing of final design revealed some problems
with the integration of the feed on an antenna,
further modifications needed before
proceeding

VLBA Development
173

VLBA Synthesizer Development
CDR

Completed

174

Prototype synthesizer installed at PT station

Completed

175

Testing and performance evaluation

Completed

GBT Development
176

VEGAS Development
Wideband spectrometer mode successfully tested on GBT

Completed

177

All modes completed and integrated into GBT systems

Not completed

178

First test of data streaming analysis by pipeline

Completed

179

ARGUS (GBT 4x4 Comet Camera)
Focal plane and cryostat Critical Design Review

Completed

180

Provide GBT interface information (ongoing)

Completed

Delivery of a number of modes ran into a
number of technical challenges. Modes are
anticipated to be completed by Q1 FY 2014 (1
quarter late)

GBT MUSTANG1.5
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Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

Milestone
181

Cryogenic parts delivered

Completed

182

Initial cool down

Completed

183

Detectors received from NIST

184

HEMT amplifier delivery

185

First light (lab)

186

Software initial integration tests complete (lab)

Not Completed

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Detector delivery remains delayed well into
FY 2014.

Completed
Not Completed

Pending delivery of the detectors from NIST

Completed

Observatory Administrative Services
Administration
187
188
189
190

ES&S
Renew certifications for the Safety Technician in New
Mexico
The Safety Officer in New Mexico will be trained and
certified as a Laser Safety Officer
An ergonometric safety training program will be
developed
Program established to reduce energy usage in each
location by 5%

Completed
Completed
Completed
Ongoing

193

Business Services
All business units aligned with the WBS in JD Edwards
FY 2014 Budget process and materials consistent with
POP presentation
Reports created and formatted

Complete

194

Complete renegotiations on lease on the NTC and CDL

Complete

195

Implementation to Chart of Accounts complete

196

Enhancements to electronic time keeping, payroll,
administrative cost pools, and reporting completed

191
192

Waiting for energy consultant provided by
NSF to submit report

Complete
Complete

MIS

197

CAP
Export Compliance Program implemented across NRAO

Delayed

AUI hired a new Controller. Put on hold to
allow her to set priorities.

Completed
Completed

Human Resources
198
199
200
201
202
203

Compensation
An assessment of NRAO’s management structure
complete.
Updated job descriptions for all NRAO jobs available
An electronic Performance Evaluation Process
implemented
Benefits
Implementation of the revised HSA/HDHP Plan complete
Employee Relations
Complete an assessment
Program

of

NRAO’s

Ombudsman

Training and Development
Ongoing training programs implemented

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

CIS
204
205
206
207

208

Common Computing Environments
Power and carbon footprint review for Computing
resources.
Completion of major OS upgrades.
Install 12 Archive (NM) + 12 mirror (CV) storage nodes
for VLA support
Implementation of OSO defined DM strategy for archive,
HPC and communications
Data Management
Implementation of ALMA Science Archive access from the
NAASC Web Portal

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
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Milestone
209
210
211
212

213
214
215

Automation of ALMA QA level 2 product delivery from
NAASC to JAO and other ARCs
Upgrade of Observer Helpdesk Kayako V4
Information Infrastructure
Web-based user interface for CASA pipeline tasks
Release of an integrated room and resource reservation
system
Networking and Telecom
Installation of a secure 10Gigabit/s Internet link for the GB
site
Upgrade of the Chilean link to SCO
Computing Security
Implementation of an integrated Cybersecurity access
policy

Final Status
(Completed as
planned/not)

Explanation of the Schedule
Variances

Completed
Completed
Prototype completed
Deferred to FY 2014

Commercial product selected, deferred to FY
2014 due to budget constraints

Deferred to FY 2014

Delay in delivery of Network Hardware
purchased by WV State

Completed
Completed

Director’s Office
216
217
218
219
220

EPO
Unveil a new public website
Display illustrated NRAO science results in 220+
museums, planetariums, and observatory visitor centers
via the ViewSpace program developed by the Space
Telescope Science Institute
Produce a new online virtual tour of the NRAO Green
Bank facility
Upgrade the VLA Visitor Center with a new, 12-15 minute
High Definition visitor center film
Commission the development of an educational online
ALMA operations role-playing simulation game

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
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APPENDIX B: FINANCIAL PLAN COMPLETION MATRIX
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APPENDIX C: FY 2013 ANNUAL OBSERVATORY METRICS
Table 1: Telescope Utilization
(Astronomy, Downtime, Maintenance, Test/Calibration, Unscheduled)
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Scheduled = planned observing time.
Astronomy = amount of observing hours that concluded
Downtime = amount of hours lost during observing
Maintenance = scheduled period for technicians to service. Observing time is not scheduled during
this time. This time is considered ‘protected’ and is not interrupted for targets of observing
opportunity.
Unscheduled = time that went idle (unplanned); for example, for VLBA if no media was available or
due to the 10 weather environments and the tiger team visits; for VLA and VLBA if no dynamic project
fit into the available periods; for all telescopes = holiday.
Downtime = faults that occur during a planned observation; e.g., circuit breaker fault, fraction of array
unavailable, etc.
Notes: All month-to-month variations are within the standard distribution.
There were no ALMA targeted science observations during the first months of 2013.
For the GBT, there is lower observing time in the summer months for maintenance during the period
when the conditions are not ideal for high frequency observing. The large downtime was for painting of
the GBT structure. The telescope was shut down overnight between painting sessions. The total loss of
observing time was lower than in previous years.
For the VLA, there is a trend to increased astronomical observing following the shutdown in Jan/Feb
2010. There is still a large allocation for test time due to EVLA commissioning.
For the VLBA, there is also a large allocation of test time to commission the wideband capabilities.
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Table 2: Telescope Usage by Observing Hours Expended

Usage is broken down by (left) US/Foreign Observers and by (right) Astronomical
Community/Graduate Students/NRAO Staff.
Top tables and graphs are in observing hours.
Bottom tables and graphs are in % of observing hours.
This includes ALMA observing serviced by the North American executive.
All metrics are compiled for the project Principal Investigator only.
There is no systematic variation from previous periods.
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Table 3: Telescope Usage Period by Science Category

This does not include ALMA.
There is no systematic variation from previous periods.
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Table 4: Telescope Usage by Geography of Project Team

This does not include ALMA.
There is no systematic variation from previous periods.
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Table 5: Breakdown of Proposals Submitted for Semesters 13B and 14A

Proposals received in each science category for semesters 13B and 14A. Note that, by design for
consistency in proposal evaluation, proposals are approximately evenly distributed between the
categories. There were no ALMA proposal calls during this period.
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Table 6: Volume of Information and Data Served
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Chart 1: Total data served from all web servers.
Charts 2 & 3: Specific plots for the main web site and for the science web site.
Chart 4: Specific plot for the ALMA science web site. Unlike the other sites, this also includes science
data traffic.
The main web site provides NRAO’s presence on the web. The science website is primarily in support
of the observers.
The variations are within the usual distribution.
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Table 7: Archive Data Retrievals
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Since December 2012, ALMA processed science data is being delivered directly to observers.
As of 1 October 2012, GBT data is now available from the archive. However, most GBT data retrieval
is directly from local storage in Green Bank not from the archive.
Data being observed with the EVLA using the WIDAR correlator continues to dominate data retrieval.
The increased VLA data downloaded from the archive since November 2012 is due to the deployment
of the full bandwidth enabled by the commissioning of the 3-bit samplers.
The increase in VLBA files downloaded since September 2012 was the retrieval of a large number of
sets of different pointings (phase centers) each made from a single observation.
The small monthly variations are otherwise within the standard distribution and do not indicate trends.
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APPENDIX D: ACRONYMS
Acronym
AAs
AAER
AAS
AAT
ACU
AD
AGN
AIPS
ALMA
ANSI
AoD
AOS
APR
ARC
ARDG
ARO
ASA
ASC
ASIAA
ASKAP
AU
AUI
AURA
BE
BYU
CA
CARMA
CARs
CASA
CASPER
CCE
CCU
CDE
CDL
CDMR
CDR
CfP
CICADA
CIO
CIS
cm
CMOS
COM
CORF
CSA
CSIRO
CSV
CV
DA

Definition
Antenna Articles
Annual ALMA External Review
American Astronomical Society
Archive Access Tool
Antenna Control Unit
Assistant Director
Active Galactic Nucleus, or Active Galactic Nuclei
Astronomical Image Processing System
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
American National Standards Institute
Astronomer on Duty
Array Operations Site (ALMA, Chile)
Annual Progress Report
ALMA Regional Center
Algorithm Research and Development Group
Arizona Radio Observatory
ALMA Science Archive
Array Science Center
Academia Sinica Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics
Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
Astronomical Unit
Associated Universities, Incorporated
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
Back End
Brigham Young University
California
Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy
Corrective Action Requests
Common Astronomy Software Applications
Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics
Common Computing Environments
Center for Chemistry of the Universe
Community Day Events
Central Development Laboratory
Critical Design and Manufacturing Readiness Review
Critical Design Review
Calls for Proposals
Configurable Instrument Collaboration for Agile Data Acquisition
Chief Information Officer
Computing and Information Services
Centimeter
Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
NRAO Communications Office
Committee on Radio Frequencies
Cooperative Support Agreement
Australia’s Commonwealth Science and Industrial Research Organization
Commissioning and Science Verification (ALMA)
Charlottesville, VA
Database Administrator or Data Analyst
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Acronym
DARE
dB
DBE
DC
DDC
DiFX
DMS
DO
DOMT
DTWKII
EAR
ECCN
EEO/AA
EHT
EoR
EPO
EPSCOR
ES&S
ESO
EU
EVLA
FASR
FAST
FCC
FE
FEHV
FEIC
FESV
FIAN
FITS
FPGA
FTE
FY
F2F
GA
GARD
GB
Gbps
GBSO
GBT
GHz
GPS
GUI
GUPPI
HALCA
HBCU
HBT
HD
HEMT
HERA
HFET
HI

Definition
Dark Ages Radio Explorer
Decibel
Digital Back End
District of Columbia
Digital Downconverter
Distributed FX correlator
Data Management and Software
Director’s Office
Digital Ortho-Mode Transducer
Dispersion-engineered Traveling-Wave Kinetic Inductance
Export Administration Regulations
Export Control Classification Number
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Event Horizon Telescope
Epoch of Reionization
Education and Public Outreach
Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research
Environment, Safety, and Security
European Southern Observatory
European Union
Expanded Very Large Array
Frequency-Agile Solar Radiotelescope
Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical Telescope
Federal Communications Commission
Front End
Front End Handling Vehicles
Front End Integration Center
Front End Services Vehicles
Lebedev Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Flexible Image Transport System
Field-programmable Gate Array
Full-Time Equivalent
Fiscal Year (1 October through 30 September)
Face to Face
Georgia
Group for Advanced Receiver Development
Green Bank, WV
Giga-bits per second
Green Bank Science Operations Center
Green Bank Telescope
Gigahertz
Global Positioning System
Graphical User Interface
Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument
Highly Advanced Laboratory for Communications and Astronomy
Historically Black Colleges and Universities
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor
High Definition
High Electron Mobility Transistor
Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array
Heterojunction Field-Effect Transistor
hi-impedance
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Acronym
HOPS
HPC
HR
HSA
HSA/HDHP
HST
IAU
IF
IN
InP
IPG
IPT
ITAR
ITU-R
IR
IUCAF
JAO
JPL
k
kHz
kpc
km
LAS
LEDA
LMC
LNA
LoFASM
LO
LO/IF
LSAMP
LSST
LUNAR
LWA
Mbps
MD
MEASURE
MeerKAT
MFS
MHz
MIC
MIS
MIT
mm
mm/submm
MMIC
MOU
MPIfR
MRS
MSI
MSIP
MWA

Definition
Haystack Observatory Post-processing System
High Performance Computing
Human Resources
High Sensitivity Array
Health Savings Account/High Deductible Health Care Plan
Hubble Space Telescope
International Astronomical Union
Intermediate Frequency
Indiana
Indium Phosphide
Green Bank Interference Protection Group
Integrated Product Team
International Traffic in Arms Regulations
International Telecommunication Union-Radio communications Sector
Infrared
Scientific Committee on Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space Science
Joint ALMA Office
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Kelvin
kiloHertz
kiloparsec
kilometer
Largest Angular Scale
NSF-funded LEDA experiment at LWA1
Large Magellanic Cloud
Low Noise Amplifier
Low Frequency All-Sky Monitor Project
Local Oscillator
Local Oscillator/Intermediate Frequency
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
Lunar University Node for Astrophysics Research
Long Wavelength Array
Mega-bits per second
Maryland
Magnetometers along the Eastern Atlantic Seaboard for Undergraduate Research and
Education
Karoo Array Telescope
Master Frequency Standard
Megahertz
Microwave Integrated Circuit
Management Information Services
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
millimeter
Millimeter/submillimeter
Monolithic Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit
Memorandum of Understanding
Max Planck Institut für Radioastronomie

Maximum Recoverable Scale
Minority Serving Institutions
Mid-Scale Innovations Program
Murchison Wide-field Array
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Acronym
as
Jy
MUSTANG
NA
NAASC
NAIC
NANOGrav
NAOJ
NASA
Nb
NETA
NGAS
NH
nHz
NM
nm
NIO
NIST
NOAO
NOVA
NRAO
NRC-HIA
NRL
NRQZ
NSBP
NSF
NSF-AST
NSF-ATI
NTC
NWNH
OAS
OCA
ODP
OMT
OPT (OSO)
OPT (ALMA)
OSF
OSHA
OSO
OT
OTO
PA
PAF
PAPER
pc
PDR
PEP
Ph#M
Ph# SBs
PHT
PI
PMD

Definition
Micro-arcsecond
microJansky
Multiplexed SQUID/TES Array for Ninety Gigahertz
North American
North American ALMA Science Center
National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Niobium
National Educational Television Association
New Generation Archive System
New Hampshire
nanohertz, a frequency of one cycle per 109 seconds (about 32 years)
New Mexico
nanometer
New Initiatives Office
National Institute of Standards and Technology
National Optical Astronomy Observatory
Netherlands Research School for Astronomy
National Radio Astronomy Observatory
National Research Council of Canada - Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
Naval Research Laboratory
National Radio Quiet Zone
National Society of Black Physicists
National Science Foundation
National Science Foundation – Division of Astronomical Sciences
National Science Foundation - Advanced Technologies and Instrumentation
NRAO Technology Center (Charlottesville, VA)
2010 Decadal Survey “New World New Horizons”
Observatory Administrative Services
Office of Chile Affairs
Observatory Development Programs
OrthoMode Transducer
Observation Preparation Tool
Optical Pointing Telescope
Operations Support Facility (ALMA, Chile)
Occupational Safety and Health Act
Observatory Science Operations
Observing Tool
Observatory Telescope/Array Operations
Product Assurance
Phased Array Feed
Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization
parsec
Preliminary Design Review
Performance Evaluation Process
Phase 1 Manager
Phase # scheduling blocks (related to software development)
Proposal Handling Tool
Principle Investigator
Program Management Department
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Acronym
POP
PROMPT
PST
Q
QA
QA2
R&D
RDBE
REU
RF
RFI
RISC
ROACH
SAA
SB
SE
SEI
SHAO
SIS [Section 6]
SIS [Section 5]
SKA
SMT
SNR
SOS
SPT
SRO
SRP
SQUID
SSR
STEM
submm
SZE
TAC
TBytes
TES
THz
TX
TV
UHF
UK
UNM
UPENN
UPS
U.S.
USEI
USNO
UT
UTI/UTC
UVML
v
VA

Definition
Program Operating Plan
Panchromatic Robotic Optical Monitoring and Polarimetry Telescopes
Proposal Submission Tool
Fiscal Quarter
Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance, Level 2 (related to software development)
Research and Development
ROACH Digital Backend
Research Experiences for Undergraduates
Radio Frequency
Radio-Frequency Interference
RadioAstron International Science Council
Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware
Science and Academic Affairs
Scheduling Block
Systems Engineering
Systems Engineering and Integration
Shanghai Astronomical Observatory
Scientific Information Services
Superconductor–Insulator–Superconductor
Square Kilometre Array
Submillimeter Telescope on Mt. Graham
Signal to Noise Ratio
Student Observing Support
South Pole Telescope
Shared Risk Observing
Science Review Panel
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
Science Support and Research
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
submillimeter
Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Effect
Time Allocation Committee
Terabytes
Transition Edge Sensor
TeraHertz
Texas
television
Ultra-high frequency
United Kingdom
University of New Mexico
University of Pennsylvania
Uninterrupted Power Supply
United States of America
US Electrodynamics Inc
United States Naval Observatory
Utah
Earth's Rotation and Reference Frames
University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory
version
Virginia
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Acronym
VAO
VEGAS
VLA
VLBA
VLBI
WBS
WCA
WIDAR
WRC
WV
WVRAZ
WVU
Yr
z

Definition
Virtual Astronomical Observatory
VErsatile GBT Astronomical Spectrometer
Very Large Array
Very Long Baseline Array
Very Long Baseline Interferometry
Work Breakdown Structure
Warm Cartridge Assembly
Wideband Interferometric Digital ARchitecture
World Radiocommunication Conference
West Virginia
West Virginia Radio Astronomy Zoning Act
West Virginia University
Year
Redshift
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